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PREFACE

|N arranging  this  little book on  Dancing the
author desires to say that he has purposely

omitted  all  the  old-time  dances  which  have
become  unpopular,  thereby  presenting  to  the

public    a   strictly   %4-Zo-c7¢/c   guide   which   is
intended  for  the  use  of  prompters, both  pro-
fessional and amateur.     The contents embrace
nearly all of the well-known quadrilles,  as well
as a number of the very latest and most popular
ones  by  our   leading   dancing  masters.     We
thankfully acknowledge  the  courtesy and  val-
uable  assistance  afforded  us  by the  following

gentlemen:   Chas.   Himmelma,n  &   Co.,   Win.
Lamb,  A.   C.  Wirth,  I.  S.  Christy,  Prof.  Shel-
don,  C. A.  Carr, and Chas. Hoffman, due credit
for which is given in their proper places.

THE    AUTHOR.
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BALL   ROOM   DANCING

T                        JS J, I,

INTRODUCTORY   REMARKS

0   attempt  to  write  a  history  on  the  an-
tiquity and  the  origin of  dancing would

involve great labor and research,  besides occu-
pying   too   much   space   for   a   book  of  this
description.     Independent  of  this,  there  is  so
much mystery and doubt respecting it, that the
reader  would   be  but   little   benefited  by  it.
There  are  many  nations  who  claim  to  have
been its originators,  and bring forth arguments
jn support of it with equal and apparent truth-
fulness, making it an impossibility to  arrive at
the facts with any degree of certainty

9
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It is of little consequence to us to know what
its  primitive  use  and  importance  might have
been in the early stages of the world.s history.
We  know  from  the  authority  of  both ancient
and  modern  writers  that  it  was  regarded not
only as an essential but as a thoroughly health-
ful exercise,  tending to communicate vigor and
strength to the body,  and  imparting  graceful-
ness of  motion  to the limbs.     "It  has  atend-
ency  to   shake   off  that  diffidence,   fear,   and
bashfulness which many feel, and has too often
proved a barrier to  their  success in after life. "
It   urges   the    necessity  of  its  being   "early
inculcated," the good  effects  of which  are sel-
dom, if ever, lost when  persons  are grown up.

This surely  will  be  a  sufficient  inducement
for    parents    to    have    their   children    well
instructed  in  that  particular  branch  of   their
education,  and to regard it as an important pa,rt
of their duties.

Dancing is now so universal a recreation, and
forms such an important feature in all domestic
circles,  that no  one  ca,n well enter into society
without possessi.ng a knowledge of it.

ADEPORTMENTSUITABLE   deportment  is  the  proof  of
good   education   and   habitual   sense   o£

order;  it  heightens  the value of,  and  is  indis-
solubly connected  with  dancing,  and  must  be
noticed here.

Gallini   has   written  an   excellent  paper   on
this  subject,   which  I  am  sure  I  shall gratify
my  readers  by  quoting.      He  says,  "Of  how
many captivating graces is not the deportment
susceptible  where  a  proper   care   is  taken  of
improving  the  gift  of  nature?    And  in  wha,t
does   a   graceful   deportment   consist   but  in
holding  up  the   head   without  stiffness,    and
keeping the body  upright without  affectation?

"When once a habit  of  easy dignity with an

unaffected air of politeness has been sufficiently
familiarized,   it  will  constantly   show   itself in
even  the  most  indifferent  gesture or action of
the  possessor;   and  only  the  more  so  for  his

11
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being  unconscious  and insensible of  it.     I)oes
he   come   into   a  room,.  his  air  immediately
strikes  the  company in  his  favor,  and gives a
prepossessing idea of  his  advantage.    He will
then  have  nothing  to  do  but  to  keep  up the
impression he will have made.

"But  how  great, how  cruel  an  injustice do

young  men  do  to  themselves,  who,  not  only
advantaged by  distinguished birth, but withal
by   a  most  regular  figure,   lose,   or   at   least
greatly  lessen,  the  effect  of  those  advantages
by a  gross  and  unpardonable  neglect of  their
manner  of  deportment.     Some   you  will   see
with  an  ignoble  slouch,   others  turning  their
toes  inwards,   some  again   with   an  awkward
management  of  their  limbs,  and  many,  with
these  and  other  defects, not  knowing  how  to
walk,   sit,  stand,   or  do  any  one  action of  life
with.grace or propriety.     Speak  to  them,  they
answer  either  with  a  booby  ba,shfulness,  or,
worse, with a  forward  pertness.    Ask them to
sit down, some will just stick themselves on the
corner of the chair,  others leaning  on the back
of it as if glued to it.     If a bow is  to be made,

DEPORTMENT 13

it  is  with scraping,  or  with shaking  the head,
or  throwing  it  in your  face.     If  a  curtsy,  the
young  untutored   lady  hangs  her  head,   and
inakes her obeisance with her eyes fixed on the
frround,  or  pokes  out  her  head,   sticking back
her  arms  like  one of  the figures in  Hogarth's
dance.     Their  gait  in walking  is  conformable
to all this,  disagreeable and unsightly. "

There  are  persons   who  flatter  themselves
that  they possess  a  graceful  and  easy deport-
ment in  dancing,  and  who  weary and  disgust
their unfortuna,te friends by the external repe-
titicm   of  the   most  vehement   and  ridiculous
tricks  which   they   are   pleased  to  designate
deportment.    They frequently extend the arm,
striking the air as if they were sawing, holding
their partners so that it  is  impossible for them
to dance,  elevating their shoulders or throwing
them   back,   clapping  their  hands,    stamping
their feet,  and generally caring  for no one else
but themselves.     All  these  actions,  which  are
chiefly  met  with  among  very  lively  persons,
are tiresome and  disagreeable,  and as such can
only be  classed  as  the  little  contrivances  of a
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numerous  class,  who,  lacking  all  real  knowl-
edge,  think thus to distinguish themselves.

We   are   now  na,turally  led   to   ask   where
guidance or models of deportment may be best
found.

A  graceful  deportment  appears  at   fi.rst  s?
simple,  easy,  al}d natural  that  it seems Imper-
tinent  to  lay down rules  for  it.     The  manner
and style, moreover, of good society can never
be acquired from books.    There  are, however,
a  few  rules  (subject  to  many exceptions  a.nd
variations, without the slightest discredit either
to nations or individua,1s) which may be termed
its more  materia,1 conditions.     It then remains
for  every  one,  by  disposition  and  by  natural
grace,  to supply the last finish.

DEPORTMENT

THE  FIVE  POSITIONS.

15

'J`he  Five  Positions  for  th,e   Feet, the  K7iees being  ke¢l

Serf ectly  straight, and tttrned oeetward.

These  five  positions   for   the  feet,   so  very
little cared  for  and  much  less  understood  by
the generality of learners,  are,  nevertheless,  of
the utmost importance, and too much attention
cannot  be  paid  to  them,  as  they tend  greatly
to simplify the various movements and enhance
their  elegance.     They might,  with  much  pro-
priety, be called the alphabet of dancing.

The  illustrations  on this  page  show the five
elementary  positions  as  they  occur  in  all  the
steps  and  movements,   etc.,   of   the   present
time;  and in the  explanation of  such  given in
the  following  pages,  these  positions  are  con-

r'r-
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stantly  referred  to,  and  may  be  described  as
follows :

FiRST  poslTloN   (see  illustration).
The  body  upright,  the  heels  together,  the

toes turned outward nearly at right angles, and
the weight of the body on jo/A feet.

SECONI)   POSITION.

The toe pointed to the ground,  at the side and
at the same angle, the weight on the other foot.

THIRD   POSITION.

The  heel  of  one  foot   resting  against  the
inner side or hollow of  the other,  and  the  toes
at right angles.

FOURTH   POSITION.

The toe pointed  to  the  ground in a forward
direction.

FIFTH   POSITION.

The heel placed at the side of  the toe nearly
at right angles.

Observe  that  in  the  first,   third,   and   fifth
positions   the   feet  are  in  close  contact  with
each  other;  these  are  called  closed  positions.
The second  and  fourth  are where the feet  are
apart ;  these are called open positions.

DEPORTMENT 17

The a.ngle in which the feet are placed in the
rirst position must be strictly observed through-
out,  even when making the second and fourtn,
which are at right angles to each other.

As both feet are  required to be used accord-
ing to  circumstances,  it will be well to observe
that  while  the  one  is  moving  the  other must
I-cmain   stationary   in   order   to   preserve   its
itroper angle.     When  making the  second posi-
tion be careful not  to turn  the  head and  body
ill   that   direction,   for  in   so   doing  it   would
ilnmediately be  converted into a fourtli.     This
i:+ a grea,t error,  and by no means uncommon.

The positions,  if  properly rna.de,  will form a
itcrfect cross,  thus:-

4
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WALKING.

There  are  three  distinct  styles  of  walking,
viz., the ordinary street walk, the stately prom-
enade,  and the dancing walk.    In the ordinary
sti.eet   walk,   the   action   in   moving  the   feet
comes more  from the  knee than the  hip-joint.
In the stately promenade the foot is ra,ised and
advanced   principa.lly   from  the  hip-joint,   the
knee  being  kept  quite   straight  when  it  has
passed  the  body  and  passed  into   the  fourth
position,  close to the floor.     The  dancing walk
is  entirely  different.    The  movement  is  per-
fectly natural, but requiring care and attention
to  perform  it  gracefully.     It  differs  from  the
others inasmuch that, while tbe feet in them are
raised in being  placed  into  position,  here they
glide  of  their  own  accord  without  any effort.
In  moving,  the  instep  must  be  continua,lly in
motion, to enable the foot to play up and down
and to give  elasticity to  the  movement.    This
can  only  be  done  by keeping  the  ball  of  the
great  toe  on   the   floor,   and  the  heel,   when
down,  should  but  lightly  touch  it  (the  floor),
for all flexibility is destroyed  t,he  moment  the
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heel is suffered  to  remain upon the floor,  with
the weight of the body resting upon it.

When  a  foot  is  required  to  be advanced or
separated froin  the other,  the  back  knee must
lje  quietly  bent,  the  front  one  kept  straight,
with the tip of the toe only lightly touching the.
`loor,  and the  body moved  forward  simultane-
ously.

In  doing  this, the  foot  will  naturally  glide
ft]rward of its own accord.     While in this posi-
tion the heel of the front foot.will nearly touch
t.lie floor,  and  in  order to  bring  the  back foot
up  close  to  the  other  into  the  first  position
(where it must come in all walking movements)
you must rise well up on  the front toe.    When
{irrived  at  this  point,  in  order  to  allow  it  to
ijass  into  the  fourtli  position  in  front,  as  the
t>ther foot did, the opposite knee must be bent,
;it  the  same  time  allowing  the  heel  to  come
ji'cntly down  until  it  touches the  floor,  and so
tin with each foot alternately.

No gentleman should attempt to take a place
ill a quadrille  who  is  ignorant of  this  style of
wfilking.    It prevents fatigue, and always looks
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graceful   and   attractive;   in   fact,   it   is   the
gI.ound-work of  all  good  dancing,  and  should
not  be  neglected;  when  once  acquired, it can
never be forgotten.

THE   BOW.

In making the  bow,  slide either  right or left
foot  to  the  side  into a  short  second  position,
keeping  the  lady fully in view, rest  the whole
weight of the body upon it,  and  then draw the
opposite  foot  close  up  into  the  first position;
while doing this,  the head,  neck, and shotilders
must  be  gradually  and  gracefully  inclined  or
bent forward, but the back as little as possible ;
observing  that  by the  time t.he  heels  come in
contact the bending should cease, and the body
again  be  made  to resume  its  former position.
The arms should  hang  loosely from the shout-
ders, to avoid any appearance of stiffness.

THE   CURTSY.

The curtsy should be expressive, and divided
into  four  parts:   Firstly, bending  on  the  foot
which  is  in  front.     Secohdly, moving the foot
which  is  behind  from  its  position, causing  it

DEPORTMENT 21

to  assume  successively the  third  and  the  see-
ond  positions.     Having  arrived  at  the  latter,
transfer  the weight of  the  body upon the foot
forming  it.     Thirdly,  bring the other foot into
the  third  position  behind,  and,   inclining  the
ltody slightly forward, pass it immediately into
the fourth position behind.    Fourthly, preserv-
ing still  the weight on  the  adv.anced  foot,  the
knees must  now  bend,  and the  head and body
further incline still lower,  in order to comp].ete
the curtsy.     Whilst rising,  the weight is trans-
fcrred  to  the  foot  behind,  and  the  advanced
rt]ot should remain in the fourth position.    The
;irms should  be gracefully bent,  and the hands
ttccupied  in  lightly holding out  the dress.     In
w:ilking, after the curtsy,  the first step is made
with  the foot which  happens to  be  forward at
its completion.

IIOLDING   PARTNERS.

In performing round dances, the gentleman's
I.i8.ht   hand   is   placed    against,   and   slightly
"I.ound,  the lady's waist,  the fingers kept  close
lt>gether.    The lady's left hand is placed lightly
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on the  gentleman's  right  arm, just  below the
shoulder,  her  fingers  turned  towards  herself.
The gentleman takes the right hand of the lady
in  his  left,  holding  his  ha.nd  palm  upwards,
while   she   holds   her   pa,1m   downwards;   the
'fingers of both should be pointing towards each

other, the  thumb   of   the   gentleman   lightly
touching the second joint of  her fingers.    The
elbows   of   both   should  be   curved,   slightly
depressed, and  any  inclination  to  extend  the
hands carefully avoided.

POSITION   IN   HOLI)ING.

The position,  generally speaking, of partners
in round da,nces should be standing facing each
other,  slightly  apart,  and  looking  over  ea.ch
other's rightshoulder.    The head must be kept
easily erect, the body nearly upright, and  care
taken that  there is  no oscillation  from side  to
side while dancing.

PRESENTING   HANDS.

In  giving  hands  to  partners, the  lady  pro-
sents  her hands  palms downwards.    The gen-
tleman  offers  his  hands  to  the  lady with  the
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1)alms  turned  upwards,  closing  the  thumb  to
hold the  hand  lightly,  and with  as  little  com-
pression as possible.

ETIQUETTE.
It  is  scarcely  necessary  to  say  that  it  is a

Lrreat mistake for any gentleman  to  attempt to
take a lady through a dance if  he  be not  mas-
ter of it himself.    He should bear in mind that
it   is  AG.f   province    to   conduct,   and   not   the
lady's.     A gentleman wishing  to  dance with a
lady who  is  a  stranger to  him  should  ask  the
M.  C.  to introduce him.

Bear  in  mind  that  as  ladies  are  not  privi-
leged to ask  gentlemen to dance,  it is a breach
ttf  good   manners   for  gentlemen  not   to  ask
I:idies, or to stand about in a listless way whilst
lzidies   are   wanting   partners.     A   gentleman
Should  leave  the  room if  he  does  not wish  to
I:mce.

It is not polite,  nor  does  it add  to  the  good
ttiiinions a company may have of  you,  to dance
with one partner too frequently.

A gentleman should, under no circumstances,
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show any displeasure  in  the event of  a refusal
on   the  part  of  a.  lady.     If  a  lady   for  some
reason  refuses  a   gentleman,   though   she  be
disengaged,  it  is   a  breach   of   politeness   to
extend her favor to another for the same dance.

Having  once  taken  your  position  in  a  qua-
drille, under no circumstances should you leave
it  for  another,  such an act  being  sure to give
offence where  none is meant.

Give all your a.ttention to  your  partner,  and
avoid  speaking  to  other  persons  as  much  as
you   can.     Recollect  your   partner   ought   to
have  your  undivided attention whilst engaged
to you.    See that your manner is easy and fi.ee
from any restraint.

USEFUL  HINTS.
One of  the  grea,test  obstacles  a  master  has

to  contend   with  in  teaching   adults   is   the
unwillingness   they  so  frequently  display  in
surmounting    imaginary    difficulties.      I    say
imaginary, for, in  nine  cases  out  of  ten,  it  is
so.     The chief reason for  this  is that they will
not take  the  trouble  to  understand what they
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are doing,  either as to the  form the  movement
should  take or  the  positions  necessary to per-
form  it  correctly.    These pei.sons are actually
working in the dark,  as the feet are suffered to
move  in  any direction  that  chance  may  take
them, instead of  that which would at all  times
ensure  success.     But  this  cannot  possibly  be
achieved  if  the  mind  is  uninformed.    I  hope
this  hint will  have  due  weight with  all  those
who are really anxious  to  learn,  for I can con-
fidently assure them that their progress will bo
far  more  rapid  a,nd  their  performances  more
creditable.

My advice  is,  to  endeavor  to  see  a  motive
for every step you are shown.    In other words,
let  the  brain  educate  the  feet,  they will  then
itcrform their office naturally as a consequence.

How should I dress?    This is a question that
is often asked  by pupils,     I do not  think I can
I.cply   more   concisely   than   by   saying,   "As
lieatly as possible."     A lady's dress  should be
t`omposed of  light  material,  not  too  long,  and
iinencumbered  by any  superfluous  trimmings.
( }loves are always worti.
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Pumps  and  white  gloves  are  indispensable
to   a   gentleman's   evening   dress.    Ordinary
morning  coat  and  dark  trousers   should   be
worn for classes,  etc.

QUADRILLE  OR  SQUARE  DANCES.
Square  dances,  otherwise  known  as "sets,"

are composed  of  four  couples  arranged  so  as
to form a four  yards  square,  each  couple  fac-
ing inwards, with the lady on the right, towards
the  center.    The  first  couple  are  those  with
their backs  to the  ba,nd  or  head of  the  room,
the couple opposite these being the second;  the
couple on the  right  of  the first  couple are the
third,  and  those   on  the  left  of  the  first  are
the fourth.   The first and second couples stand
face  to  face  or  eJ¢.J-a-zJ¢.J,  as  do  the  third  and
fourth.

The steps  generally used are ¢czs  7#cz7t:A/ or
walking  steps,  and  these   are  done  to  music
which corresponds with the movements.     Care
must  be   taken   that   these   movements   are
accomplished to correct time, or inconvenience
to the other couples is the result.

EXPLANATION   OF  SQUARE  DANCES     27

EXPLANATION  OF  THE  TERMS  USED
IN  SQUARE  DANCES,  TOGETHER

WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE
VARIOUS   MOVEMENTS

THEY  INDICATE.
Tbe  figures  of  Quadrilles  are  made  up  by

combining certain  movements,  each known by
{i   distinctive  name.     S,ome   are   very  simple,
others more complicated ;  but a// must be thor-
oughly   understood,   as   the   leader  in   c¢//?./2g
does not give more than the name of the move-
ment,  generally,  never going into details.

The music  is divided  into bars or measures,
.ind  musicians   are   always   guided  by   these
tlivisions,    hence    all   directions    for    calling
figures, and  the  number  of  bars  requisite for
the  performance of  each of  the  movements is
for   musicians   only.     In   quadrille   music,    2
counts  form  a  bar,  and  every  movement  re-
tiuires 8 counts,  and will therefore occupy four
1>ars   of   music.     At   the   first   8   bars   of  the
square  dance,  you   bow  to  your  partner,  and
then   to   the  corner  lady  or  gentleman  as  it
may be.
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ALLEMANI).

Each  gentleman  takes  4  steps  towards  the    ;
1a,dy of the right hand couple,  who advances to
meet  him, count  4;   swing  half  round,  right    ;
hands  joined, count  4;   then  advance  4  steps    (
towards  partner,  count  4,  swing  partner,left   ti
hands joined, to places,  count 4.

BALANCE.

This  term  is  strictly used in  square dances,
and is generally performed sideways by sliding
the  foot   in  the  second   position,   closing  the
other foot  to  the  third or  fifth  position, rising
and falling.    In bringing the foot to the closed
position, it  may  be  done  forwards  and  back-
wards  by sliding  the  foot  to  the  fourth  posi-
lion, rising and falling, and bringing the other
foot into the closed position.

BALANCE   TO   CORNERS.

Each gentleman turns toward the lady of the
left  hand  couple,  glides  3  steps  to  the  right,
stops,  and  counts  4;  then  3  steps  to  the  left,
Stops,  and   counts   4;   swings  her   with   both
hands to places,  count 8.

I
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BALANCE   IN   PLACES.

Slide  the  right  foot to  the  right,  and  bring
the left foot in the third  position  and  count 2 ;
itlide  left  foot  to  the  left,  bring  rig.ht  foot  to
the third position,  count 2 ;  repea,t all,  count 4.

Bi`.I.ANCE   TO   PARTNERS.

The movement  is often  termed set  to  part-
iicrs,  and is danced  by each couple  separately.

F`ace your partner,  take  3  short  steps to the
riLrht,   stop,   and   count  4;   then  take  3  short
Hlcps to the left,  stop, and count 4;  join-hands,
Nwing round to places,  count 8.

CHASSEZ.
'I`he  step  is  a  very simple  one,  and  may be

(`xt:cuted with either right  or left foot.     Glide
I lic foot sideways,  bring up the other foot,  and
ii`itL`at  once  to  each  count,  as  many  times  as
lit.t`cssary.      In

CHASSEZ   ACROSS

•`R{.{?`ite the  step  3  times with right  foot  to  the
i l}:lit,  bring t.he left foot  in front  and  count 4;
lllt.Il   3   times  to  the  left   with   the  left  foot,
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bring the  right  foot in front,  and count 4.    In
PROMENADING

using  this  step,  the  gentleman  takes  7   steps
with  his  left  foot,  the  lady  7  steps  with  her
right foot,  and count 8.    This calls for 7 steps,
as the eighth is  used  by turning  to  the  direc-
tion in going back to places.

CHASSEZ   AI,L.

The gentlemen chassez 4 steps to the right and
back behind their partners who chassez 4 steps
to the  left  and  back, count 8;  swing  partners
with both hands to places and count 8.

CHASSEZ   T0   PARTNERS.

Facing  each  other,  each  one  takes  3  steps
forward,   passing   his   partner  on   right  side,
count 4;  then  3  steps  back,  count 4;  and with
both hands turn  partner to place,  and count 8.
(See  chassez.)

CHASSEZ   ACROSS.

This movement is usually executed when all
couples of  a  Quadrille  are  standing  as  in the
last  figure  of  "Lancers."    Each  lady  takes 4

ri
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steps  to  the  left,  and  passes  in front  of  her
partner,  while  at  the  same  time,  ea.ch gentle-
man  takes  3 steps to  the  right;  bring  up  left
foot,  and  count 4.    All make a short  step  for-
ward and backward  in  half  time,  and count 4.
All take 3 steps  sideways,  to first position,  and
count   4;    and    2    steps   back    (see    chassez),
count  4.

CROSS   OVER.

In  this movement, each  proceed  to cross  in
a  straight  line,  faces  around,  and  occupies  a
position opposite  from that which  he  occupied
at first;  that is, the gentleman who was on the
right  side  of  his  lady origina,1ly,  finds  himself
on her left after crossing.

CROSS   RIGHT   HANDS.

Tbe execution of  this  movement, sometimes
{`alled  the moulinet in cross,  requires four per-
nons,  in  which  tlie  two  opposite  persons  join
right  hands,  and the other two  also  join  right
hands across  those of  the first  two,  thus form-
lng a right  angle.    While  in  this  position  all
take 4 steps to the left;  stop;  drop hands, turn
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and  cross  left  hands,  take 4 steps to the right.
This will bring them back  to  former  position.

DOS   A   I)OS.

Gentleman   and   lady  advance,   passing  on
each others' right side,  step across to the right
without   turning   round,   back   to   back,   and
pass each other's  left  hands to  place,  count 8.
Gentleman   and   opposite   lady  usually  dance
this movement.       `

FORWARD   AND   STOP.

Take  3  steps  forward  with  the  right  foot,
bring the left  foot up behind  the  other,  count
4;  remain in that position until caller calls out
change of position.

FORWARD   AND   BACK.

Commence  with  the  right  foot  by taking  3
steps forward, and  bring  the left  foot  behind
the  right,  count  4;  begin  with  the  left  foot,
take 3 steps  backwa,rd, bring right foot behind
the left, count 4.

roRWARD   AND   LAI)lES   To   THE   CENTER.

Partners  join  hands, advance 4  steps, count

iF
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4 ;  go ba,ckward 4 steps to places, count 4;  each
gentleman turns  his partner half way round sa
as to face him,  she  remains  in  the  middle, he
retires to bis place,  count 4.

GENTI,EMEN   TO   RIGHT.

Each   gentleman   performs   the   movement
with the lady of  the couple  on  his  right, as in
` ` Ladies to the right. ' '

GRANI)   CHAIN.

Joining  right  hands,  the  partners  of  each
couple  face  each  other;   and  go  around,   the
ladies  to  the  left  and  the  gentlemen  to   the
right.     Each   gentleman,   in   starting,   passes
his  lady  on, her  right  and  drops  her  hand,
c`ount 4;  the  next  lady advances  to  meet  him
and  he  takes  her  left  hand,  and passes her to
the  left,  drops  her  hand,  count  4;  joins  right
hand witb the next advancing  lady,  passes  her
on her right, drops  her  hand,  count  4;  and so
on  alternately  left  and  right,  until  he  meets
with his  partner,  sa,lutes her and  joining right
hands, repeats  the whole until  all are  back  to
places.
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HALF   GRAND   CHAIN.

Same as the grand  chain only all  stop when
half  way  round.    If  after  this, back  again  is
called,   each  gentleman,   instead  of  saluting,
joins  right  hands  with  her,  both  swing  half
way round  so as to  face in  opposite  direction,
then left and right back aga.in to places.    Also
called Right and Left All  Round.

IIALF   LADIES'    CIIAIN.

See Ladies'  Chain.

HALF   PROMENAI)E.

See Promenade.

HALF   I'ROMENAI)E   ALL.

See Promenade All.

HAI.F   RIGHT   AND   LEFT.

See Right and  Left.

HANI)S   AROUND.

Three or  more  persons who  join  hands in a
ring,  swinging  round  in  a  circle  one  entire
revolution, perform this movement.
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HANI)S   ALI,   ROUND.

All  couples in  the  Quadrille  form a ring by
joining  hands,  and  swing  entirely  around,  or
8  steps,  to  the  left;  stop;  8  steps  back  again
to  right  again,  so  as  to  come  back  again  to
places.     Either of  the 8  steps  alone constitute
Hands All Ha.1f Round.

LADIES   T0   THE   CENTER.

See Forwa.rd and Ladies to the Center.

LAI)IES   TO   THE   RIGHT.

Each  lady takes 4 steps to the right  in front
of  her right  hand  couple, count 4;  then dance
4 steps in front of  the  gentleman on her right,
count  4;   then  with  both  hands   swing  once
around, remain at his right, taking the place of
his partner,  count 8.

LAI)IES'    CHAIN.

The opposite ladies of  two  opposite couples,
cross  over,   joining  right  ha.nds   in   passing,
count  4;  then  each  lady  joins  left  hand  with
the opposite gentleman, turn ha,lf round, count
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4.    Repeat,  swinging  partners with left ha,nds
to places.

When not repeated each lady is left standing
to the right of the opposite gentleman, making
this the Half Ladies' Chain.

LADIES.   GRAND   CHAIN.

This movement is executed by all four ladies
at the same time,  who cross right  hands in the
center, making a half turn, count 4;  drop right
hands, join left hand with opposite gentlemen,
swinging  him  half  round  in  place,  count  4;
repeat to get back to places.

MOULINET.

Same as Cross Right Hands.

PROMENAI)E.

Each  gentleman   crosses  over,  having  first
crossed   hands  with  his   paLrtner,  right  hands
uppermost, and passes to the right Of the oppo-
site couple, who adva.nee to meet them, to their
place,   count   8;   either   walking   step  or  the
chassez  step  may  be   used.     Repeat,  coming

F
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bacl to places, count 8.    (See chassez).    When
not repeated it is called Ha.1f Promenade.

PROMENAI)E   ALL.

Partners cross hands, right hamcis uppermost,
and glide or chassez seven steps to the right to
opposite  places  and  stop,  repeat,  getting back
to places.    When not  repeated  the  moveme'nt
is tbe Half promenade All.     (See chassez.)

RIGHT   AND   LEFT.

Two opposite couples cross over, each gentle-
man touching right hands with opposite lady in
passing, count 4;  as he drops her hand he joins
left  hand  with  his  partner, both  turning  half
round   to   opposite   couple's   place,    count   4.
Repeat,   coming   back  to   places.    When   not
repeated, it is called Half Right and Left.

RIGHT   AND   LEFT   AI,I,   ROUND.

Same as Grand Chain.

RIGHT   HANI)   ACROSS   AND   LEFT   BACK   AGAIN.

Tbe   ladies  of   two   opposite   couples   cross
Straight over,  inside, each  lady touching  right
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hands  with   opposite   gentleman,   in   passing
count 8;  all  face  round  and  return,  each lady
joining  left  hands  with  opposite   gentleman,
whose hand she keeps,  then crosses right band
over her  left  and  joins  right  hands  with  her
partner,  count 8.

SET   TO   PARTNERS.

See Balance to Partners.

swlNG   CORNERS.                                                  iH

See Allemand.
'`

TRAVERSE.

To cross over.
.

vls   A   VIS.                                                          !

A term used  in  reference  to  opposite danc-   :
®ua,  means face to face.

TURN   PARTNERS.

The gentlemant takes  his  partner with  both
bands,   and  they  turn  round  to  the  left,  and
unless either hand is specified, the term always
means both hands.

PLAIN  QUADRILLES

PLAIN  QUADRILLES.
This diagram is for the room and sets.

DOUBLE   FORMATION.

STAGE   OF   MUSIC.

Ist   COUPLES.

1'  a         L  a

2d   CoUPI.ES.

SINGI.E   FORMATION.
STAGE   OF   MUSIC.

Ist  COUPLE.

GI.

LG

2d  CoUPLE.

a for genl,L i or lady.

=

39
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TABLE  OF  QUADRILLE   MOVEMENTS.
Measure8

Steps.   of Music.

First four right and left
Balance four
Ladies'  chain ......
Half  promenade. . .
Half right and left.
Balance  all

Forward and back  ......
Eight hands around  ....
All promenade  .........
Grand right and left  ....
Four hands around ......
Forward and salute .....
Four ladies' grand chain.
Circle four
Forward and back six.
Six hands half around .
Right and left six .....
Chasse..............

Allemande left

168

168

168

PLAIN  QUADRILLES

PLAIN  QUADRILLES-No.  I

•ERMI€sloN or cH^s. EizutMELH^N a co.

FIRST   FIGURE.

Address partners and corners.
First four right  and  left ......
]}alance    four ................
'I`urn Partners

Ladies.  chain,  first  four .........
IIalf  promenade,  right  and   left

back to  place ...............
Repeat  with  sides.

SECOND   FIGURE.

First four forward and  back. .
Cross over  four ..............
Chasse to the right and left. . .
Cross back and sides separate.
Forward all  and  back ........
Turn partners to  place .......

Repeat with sides.

Steps.
16

16

41
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THIRI)    FIGURE.

First four lead to  the  right ......
Chasse out and half round .......
Forward   all ....................

Turn   to   places .................
All join  ha.nds  forward twice ....

Repeat with  sides.

FOURTH   FIGURE.

First couple lead  to the  r-ight ....
Four  hands  round ..............
Right and  left with  the  next ....
Ladies' chain with  the  next .....
All balance and  turn ............

Four times.

McasureB
Steps.    of Mu.ic.
84
84
84

PLAIN  QUADRILLE-No.  2.
FIRST   FIGURE.

Address partners and  corners.
First four right and  left ......
Balance  four   ................

Ha,1f  promenade .............
Repea,t with sides.

PLAIN   QUADRILLES

SECOND   FIGURE.

First  lady  balance  to  right, gent
to  left,  turn  ..............,.

Balance  four to  next ............

43

Measures
Steps.    of Music.

168

168

Pass  each   other  and   balance   to
thirdandturn ..............      16             8

Allemandeleft  .................       16              8
Four times.

THIRD   FIGURE.

First four forward and ladies cross
16

Sides forward and ladiescrossover    16
Grand  right  and  left one-qua.rter

round meet  your partner and
promenade  to  place .........

Balance all and turn  ............
Repeat once,  or four times,

FOURTII   FIGURE,

First four right and left,  and side
four right and left, same time     16

First four balance  four,  side  four
ladies'  chain atsame  time...16

Ladies balance to right,  turn  ....     16
Balance to next,  all  turn  partners    16

Side four the same.
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PLAIN  QUADRILLE-No. 3.
FIRST   FIGURE.             steps.

Address partners and corners .
First four right and left ......
Balance four
Ladies chain ....................
Half  promefla.de ................

Sides the same.

SECoNI)   riGURE.

First couple lead to the right  and
balance

Turn four hands ................
Gent take two ladies  and  balance

to next and turn five hands. .
Take three  ladies  and  balance to

next and turn six hands .....

16

16

16

16

16

8
8

16

16

All  join  hands  and  circle  to  the
right......................16

Repeat for each couple.
THIRD   FIGURE.

First couple balance to right .....       8
Change partners and turn .......       8

F

PLAIN  QUADRILLES

Balance  to  next,  change and turn
Balance  to next,  change and turn
Ladies grand chain  .............

Repeat for each couple.
FOURTH   FIGURE.

Jig.........

45

Mea9ure§
Step..    of Music.
168

168

168

any calls.

PLAIN  QUADRILLE-No. 4.

FIRST   FIGURE.

Address partners and corners.
First four right and  left ......
Balance four
I,adies cbain  ......
Half  promenade. . .

Sides the same.

SECONI)   FIGURE.

First four forward to center .....
Chasse by couples to right between

side four in a sta,r   ..........

Join right hands, circle in a star. .
Circle back with left hands ......
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First  four  chasse   to  the  left  to
center

Join hands and circle to place. . .
All bala.nee and turn corners  . . .

Sides the same.

THIRD   FIGURE.

Ladies grand chain half round. . .
Half   promenade    with    opposite

gent......................
Grand chain again  ..............
Promenade to  place. .

Form grand square.

FOURTH   FIGURE.

First four to the  right ...........
All chasse and form into lines  . . .
Half right and left into lines  ....
Half right and left across ........
Half ladies chain in  line .........
Half  ladies cha,in across .........
Forward and back in line ........
Forward and turn partner to place

Sides repeat.

Measure.
Steps.   or Music.
84

PLAIN   QUADRILLES

PLAIN  QUADRILLE-No.  5.

FIRST   FIGURE.

Address partners and comers ....
Ii`irst four right and left .........
I}alance  four  ...................

I,adies  chain   ...................

IIalf  promenade ................
Ladies  repeat.

SECOND   FIGURE.

Two  ladies  and  opposite  gentle-
men,  forward and back  .....

I)os-a-dos......................

Ii`irst four right and left .........
All bala,nee to corner  and  turn to

place......................
Repeat three times.

TIIIRI)   FIGURE.

First couple  promenade  inside of

Right  and  left,  with  right  hand
couple

47

Measures
Steps.    cif Music.
168

168

168

168

168

84
84
168

168

168

168
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Ladies  chain, with  the  left  hand
couple....,................

Balance four with sides  .........
All forward and back, twice .....

Repeat tbree times.

PLAIN  QUADRII,LE-No. 6.

FIRST   FIGURE.

All join hands forward and salute,
salute partners  .............      16

First four lead to the right, chasse,
and salute  opposite lady .....

Change  ladies,  turn  to  opposite,
cbasse and salute  ...........

Take that lady to place ..........
All promenade-half ............
First four half right and left .....
Side four half right and left  .....
All  chasse.  salute ..............,
Turn  partners .................,

Sides repeat.

8

8
8
8
8
8
8

16

PI.AIN  QUADRILI,ES

SECOND   FIGURI.

First  four  lead  to  right,  change
paLrtners,  and form in lines . .

Forward all
Chasse by couples, across ........
Right and left
Forward all
Cliasse by couples
I,adies half cbaln
Forward all
nalance all,  turn partners  ......
Grand right and left  ...........

Sides repeat.

49

Meaeures
8tqu.   of Music.

TIIIRD   FIGURI.

Grand right and left,  half  .......     16
[Ialf right and  left  to places .....     16
F`our ladies forward to center and

grand right and left .........     16
Turn partner ...................      16
All  promenade  .................      16

Repeat.
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Mea8urc.   iFoUR1`H   FIGURE.           stepg.    ofMugic.  \1

First four forward and back ....         8
Side four forward and back ......       8
All foi'ward and back  ...........
Head  gentlemen   retain   partner,

take side lady to place  : .....
Forward  six ....................

Ladies half charige to side .......

NOTE.-Ladies  on the  left  pass to  the right
gentleman, stop on  the  left  side, ladies on the
right  go  to  the  left  gentleman,   stop  on  the
right side.

FIFTH   FIGURE.

Forward six
Ladies change to head
Forward  six .........
Change to sides
Forward  six. . .
All join hands,  forward
Turn pa,rtner
All chasse

Sides repeat.

U.   S.   QUADRILLE

U.  S.  QUADRILLE.

FIRST   FIGURE.

Introduction, address  partners. . .
Balance  to  partners  and  turn  to

place......................'I`um  comers  with   right   hand,

partners with the left to place
First couple lead to the right, four

hands  around   ..............
Right and left with the  next .....
Ladies change with the next .....
First couple in the center with six

hands  around ...............

51

Measures
Steps.    of Music.
168

168

Turn corner with right hand, part-
nerwiththelefttoplace ....       8           4

Repeat  four  times,  each  couple in  its  turn.
I'romenade all

SECOND   FIGURE.

I iitroduction
l!:ilance to partners and turn .....
'l`urn corner.s with the right  hand

and partners with the left . . .

168

168

84
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First  two  ladies  forwa,rd,  Salute,  steps.
and turn the gentleman to the
right, repeat with eacb gentle
man to place,  (by balancing 4
bars  and  turning  4  bars  to
each  gent.) .................

First two ladies in center,  and six
ha,nds  around ...............

Turn corner with  the  right  hand
and  partner  with  the  left  to

8

Grand chain all  the way around..16
Repeat four times with hea,d and side

and head and side gents,  circle eight.

TIIIRI)   FIGURE.

Balance  all
Tut.n corners with the  right  hand

and partners with  the  left  to
place......................

Four ladies lea,d to the right, turn
all the gentlemen  (by balanc-
ing 4 bars, and turning 4 bars)

Ladies half  chain ...............

16

16

E=
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Take    that   gentleman   and    half  steps.  #efrs#srfec:
promenade  .................         8             4

I,adieshalf  cha,in  ...............         8             4
Take your partner and half prom-

enade  to  place ..............
Grand chain all the way around. .
Ii`our  ladies  forward to the center
Gentlemen circle on the outside. .
I``orm  a  basket  and   circle   eight

just  as you  are   .............
Rev:iseecepnotseifi::3cY.i:|hegiegnhttsti:

other  way ..................

All balance and  turn  partners  to
place

16

168

168

Repeat  the   sa,me  by  gents  leading  to  the
right.     Promenade all.

SHELDON'S  PRESIDENTIAL  POLKA
QUADRILLE.

FIRST   FIGURE.

I,adies on the head give right hands and
turn....................-........

I,eft hand to partners and turn  ........
I ,Cads  polka  ..........................          8
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Turn  corners
All  polka   ...........................

Sides the same.

Measures
of Music.

8
8

SECONI)   FIGURE.

First couple polka  ....................
Ladies  chain   .........................

All  polka ,............................

Repeat third,  second and fourth.
THIRD   FIGURE.

Leads promenade around each other and
pass to couple on right of tbeir place

Cross  right  hands,  change  partners and
pass to gentleman's pla,ce  .........

Leads  polka ..........................

All polka,
Sides same and repeat.

FOURTH   FIGURE.

First and third couples right and left.
First  polka .........................

Leads  polka .............,..........

All  polka   ............................          8

Third and second,  second and fourth,  fourth
and first.

'-
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FIFTH   FIGURE.                            ¥fe3±S#:%

All  forward and back  .................        4
Ladies one place to the right
I,adies double  ctiain  .......
'1`urn  corners ..........................   8

All  polka   ............................          8

Repeat until all are in places, after which all
I)olka to  seats.

The couples are numbered.

PRAIRIE  QUEEN  QUADRILLE.

FIRST   FIGURE.

(Eight  measures  introduction.)    First  four
forward and back [4] ;   (two)  1adies' half  chain
|4];  side  four  forward   (and  back)   [4];   (two)
l{idies'  ha.1f  chain  [4] ;  all  join  hands,  forward

(iind  ba.ck)  [4] ;  circle  half  around  [4] ;  grand
right   and   left,   promenade   to   place  [8];   all
waltz  (16].

(Repeat.)
SECONI)   FIGURE.

(Eight  measures  introduction.)    First  four
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forward and back [4] ;  lead to the right, salute,
leave  ladies (with sides),  two  gents  cross over
[4] :  forward six [4] ;  six hands half around [4] ;
(first two)  gents  forward  [4] ;  lead  partners to
place  [4];   side  four   forward   and  back   [4];
right  and  left  (to place)  [4];  all  polka redowa
[16].

(Repeat second time,  side four.)

THIRD   FIGURE.

(Eight measures  introduction.)    Four ladies
forward and back [4] ;  forward and cross right
hands  [4];  left (hand) to  partners,  promenade
[8] ;  first couple lead to the right,  salute [z-] ;
change  ladies,   and  lead  to   the  next,   salute
[2-];   change  ladies,  and  lead  to  the  next,
salute  [21`];  change  ladies  and  lead  to  place
[2];   balance  all  [4];   turn   (partners)  [4];  all
polka,  [16].

(Four times.)

NOTE.-Second time, four gents forward and
back, and the next couple lead to the right.

PRAIRIE  QUEEN   QUADRILLE            57

FOURTH   FIGURE.

(Eight measures introduction.)   First couple
forward and back [4] ;  first lady cross over [4] ;
three  hands  around  [4];  two gents  cross over
r4];  balance corners and  turn  [8];  polka (with
same lady)  [16].

(Four times.)
FIFTH   FIGURE.

(Four   measures   introduction.)    All  salute.
I``irst gent turn the opposite lady with the right
hand   (side  lady   with  the   left,   opposite   side
lady with  the right  and  partner with  the  left
hand)  [16];  balance  all,  grand  right  and  left
I i6];  all  join  hands,  forward  and  back  (ladies
r:ice out)  [4];  turn  partner  [4];  all  chasse  [4] ;
turn  corner  lady  (to  partner's  place)  [4|;  all
falop  [16].

(Four tiines.)
NOTE.-No  z is only used occasionally at the

itresent time;  No.  4,  not at all.    In most cases
:i waltz  (sixteen  measures)  is  used  at  the  end
{if  each  figure  instead  of  the  redowa,   polka,
iiiazurka,  or galop originally intended.
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VARIETIES  QUADRILLE.

FIRST   FIGURE.                            3iefrs#sr;ec:

Address partners and center ...........       8
Grand right and left half way around..       8
First four dance the two-step across and

back.............................8

Four ladies forward and back ..........       4
Four gents forward and back ..........       4

NOTE.-All are on opposite sides.    All dance
two-step to original  place to first  eight  bars of
the music.     Repeat  by sides,  ending with  first
strain.

SECOND   FIGURE.

Address partners and  corners ..........        8
First  lady  and  opposite  gentleman  for-

ward  and ba,ck   ...................

Forward  again,  turn  with  right  hands,
(moving backward between the side
couple.)    First  lady  between   third
couple,  second  gentleman  between
fourth couple

Forward and back  six ................

VARIETIES  QUADRILLE                   59

First  lady  and  second   gentleman   for-3iefts#sr{ec:
ward, turnwithleft handtoplaces..       4

First four two-step across and back  ....       8
Play four times,  ending with first stra.in

THIRD   FIGURE.

Ffrstwg:ft£:a::rnanwd;t£Pr¥:££tteha]:8rtfu°rr£

partner  with  left,  gent  remains  in
center

Four ladies  join  hands around  t.he  gen-
tleman,  circle half way,  and back to
places  . .

All redowa or york around to place   ....
Play four times,  ending with first stra,in.

FOURTH   FIGURE.

During the last  two bars of  the introduction
the side ladies join the heads.
Forward  and  back  six;   ladies  pass  to

side gentlemen  ...................
Forward  and  back   six,   ladies  pass  to

head  gentlemen   ..................
Forward and back six,ladies pass to side      8
Forward  and  back   six,  ladies  pass  to

places...............,...........8
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Waltz Tempo.
Four ladies forward and  bact .....
Address  partners  ................
All  waltz   .......................

Repeat by sides,  end with waltz.

rlFTH   FICuRE.

Introduction..................a.......

First four galop to center and back, then
two-step   across ...................

Sides tbe  same   .......................
Heads  repeat  to  place .................
Sides repeat  to  Place ..................
All balance to corners, and every lady to

the   right   ........................

All dance two-step around .............
Dance four times through.

ExpLANATloN oF FIGURE No.  4.-When ladies

pass to the sides, the gentleman has two ladies,
one on each side, let the la.dy on the  right pass
to  the  left  gent, lady on  the  left  pass  to  the
right.

FRANCAISE

FRANCAISE.
FIRST   FIGURB.

Address partners and corners   .........
Kight  and  left  all  .....................
Ii`ace partner,  chasse to right and 16ft. . .
'l`urn  with  right hand  .................

I,zidies'  chain ..........
I ralf  promenade
Right and left to  place .........

Repeat.
SECOND   FIGURE.

I iitroduction   ..................

Il`irst  lady  and   second   gentleman   for-
wa.rd and back                           .........

( )liasse to  the  right   ...................
'I`o the left

( `I.oss over
ll`t>rward  and  back ........
( :hasse   to  right ...................

l`o  left ...............

(`,ross  to  place
All  balance  to  partners  and  turn  with

right  hand  .......................

Repeat second lady,  first gentleman.

61

Measures
of Music.

8
8
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THIRD   FIGURE.

Introduction.........................

Fit.st lady,  second gentleman, join  right
hands,  cross over  .................

Left hand back and right  hand  to  part-

All balance
Half  promenade

Ii
4

'

4'

4,
4,
41

4

First  lady,  second  gentleman,  forward
and  back ........................

Dos-a-dos............................

All forward and back
Right and  left to  place ...............

Repeat,  second lady,  first gentleman.
FORMATION.

In  teaching  this  dance,  form two  lines, and
number the Co[gtples2£rom[:the h2edad thus :

oo         oo         oo          oo
1234

so first couple stands opposite
5678

oo         oo         oo         oo
2d        lst        3d        Ist

the second.     After learning the da,nee,  form in:
squares of  double  sets,  or four couple abreast,
never in single sets.

CAKE  WALK  QUADRILLE                 63

CAKE  WALK  QUADRILLE.

(The Popular Fad of Popular Society.)
Figures  by  Prof.  A.  C.  Wirth,  President  of

the American National Association  of  Masters
ttf Dancing.    Music composed and arranged by
Win.  Wirth.     Copyrighted  1899.

FIRST   FIGURE.

Address partners and center  (a la Cake Walk)
|8  measures];   first  four  right   and  left  with
light  hand  couple   [8];   promenade,   with  the
I;;iine   (Cake walk  [8];   ladies  chain   [8];   four
I,'idies cross right  ha,nds  and  circle  around the
iiiside  of  the  set.     (Simultaneously   the   four
+:cnts  promenade  single  file  around  the set in
oitposite direction.)     Ca,11 it thus:  Ladies cross
I iLTht hands,  circle.    Gents promenade outside.
( :like Walk [8] ;  side four repeat with the right
llimd couple.

SECONI)   FIGURE.

L`ommence    figure   with   second   strain   of
liiusic.     First  couple  cake  walk   inside  of   set

L8 measures] ;  all  march  single file to the right
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around  the  set   [8];   third   couple  cake  wall I
inside of  set  [8];  all  rna,rch  single  file  to  left

;::usnadm:?eset[T8:I;R;ecF°[::RaE:dfourthc°uPTes,i

in:s::meFn;::t:o¥prteesp:it:ensae::::s£::r:1:nse°t:J!
cake walk, face out, third and fourth couple fall ;

face out  in the order named.                                 '
I

FOURTH   FIGURE.                                            i

c;r::em:oe:::fi]gfutre[SBwit:a:u::£s:.;I::?::::::i

:ra°]:ig]a;deft:srt°uc::pt[hee:nust£Sd}:eo:fs:::'s:x]ah::tfl
around  [8];   four  ladies  cross  right  hands  inl
center,  left  ha,nd  to  gent.s  right,  promenadei
around  in  a  star  (cake walk)  [8];  third couplq

DIXIE   FIGURE 65

promenade   around,   outside,   cake   walk    [8];
third couple inside of set, six hands around [8] ;
four  gents   cross   right   hands  in   center,  left
hand  to  lady's  right,   all  promenade  in  sta.r,
cake walk  [8].

No.  4,  except  cii.cle  to  the  left,  is  repeated
ljy the second  and  fourth couples,  in the pla.ce
tif  first and third.     To  finish,  all  forward  and
I}ack.     Address  center,   a  la  cake   walk.     All
I.wo-step around  the hall.

DIXIE  FIGURE.
FIGURE   CHEAT.

(Can be introduced for No.  2, 3, or 5.)    Head
l{idy  lead  to  the  right  [4];   balance,  swing  or
``hea,t [4];  balance  to next,  swing  or cheat  [8] ;
I){ilance  to  next,  swing  or  cheat  [8];   balance

it:irtners,  all  [4] ;  Swing  [4].
(Repeat with  third,  second, and  fourth  lady

t`i`il fourth lady and four gentlemen.)
NOTE.-It  is  optional with  the  lady leading

•tlr  from her  place  to  swing any gentleman in
lhc set,  as the  plan  is to  cheat  the  gentleman
I iiilanced with.
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BASKET.                                                             ,v

(Can  be  introduced as No.  3,  4 or 5.)     Alle-'(
mande   left   [8];   gents  turn  ladies   into  the
center   with   I.ight  hand   [4];   all   join   hands!
(with   partner)  and  balance   [4];   ladies  aboutj
face,   gents form  (the) basket (over the  ladies)`
[4];  all balance  (as you are)  [4] ;  all cha,sse  (ta;
the right)  [4] ;  turn partners [4].

(Twice  or  four  times.     Second  time   gents`,`
into center.)                                                                   ,

DIXIE.

(and)  swing [8];  Allemande left [8].

[8];   four   gents   walk    around   [8];    all   wa.1k`;
around[16];balanceall(and)swing[8];Allei
mande left [8].

¢,;flffl
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THE  GIRL  I  LEFT  BEHIND.

(Formation-Six couples in a set ;  ladies face
t>ne way,  gents opposite.)

(The first  call when  music  starts.)     (Before
*tfirting,   the  head  couple  cross  over.)     Head
i:t>uple  with second  lady down  the  center  [4];
li:ave lady  (at foot)  and  head  couple  back  [4];
{ltjwn  (the)  center with  second  gent  [4] ;  leave
}:'cnt,  and back to place  [4] ;  head couple down
tlie center [4];  both couples ba,ck  to  place  [4];
I.ight and left  (at head of set)  [8].

(Six times.)

OLD  DAN  TUCKER.

(Formation-A circle  around  the  room, one
ttr  more  Tuckers  in  the  center  without  part-

crs.)

(The first call whet)  music begins.)    All bal-
:ilice to Tucker [4] ;  Allemande left [8] ;  grand
riLrht and left  [16] ;  pi.omenade all  [8] ;  all for-
w!ird and back[4] ;  all  join  hands,  circle to the
hft  [8].

(Repeat as often as desired.)
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MONEY  MUSK.

(Formation-Six  couples  in  a  set, ladies on
one side,  gents opposite.     Ladies' right  is  the
head.)

(The  first  call  when  music  begins.)    Head
couple  swing  once  and  a  half  around [8];  go
between the second and  third couple,  and for-
ward six  [4] ;  swing three-quarters around [4] ;
forward  six  [4] ,  swing  three-quarters  around
-  -(After the  head  couple  has  passed the th,ird

couple,   call   Head   couple  swing  once  and  a
half around.     Repeat as often as desired.)

LANCIERS.

Commence by addressing partners, then cen-
ter of set,  "General Address."

FIRST   FIGURE.                           ¥fefrsj:sr]:?

Introduction.........................8

Fii.st four forward and back  ...........       4
Turn  opposite   once  around,   return  to

place............................4

E=

LANCIERS 69

First couple pass between second (handsgiefr8£?£=
joined)............................

Second couple pa,ss  between first  (hands
joined)..........................

Address corner,  turn corner  ...........
Sides repeat.

SECOND   FIGURE.

Tntroduction.........................

Ii`irst four forwa,rd and  back  ...........
I,Cave  ladies  in  center  facing  partner,

address.......,..................

Forward  and  back  (passing  partner  o`n
left).............................

'l`urn  partner .........................

Side  four  separate,  join hands with first

8

4

4

4
4

four, forward  and  back in two lines      4
II`orward,  turn partners to place ........        4

Sides repeat.
THIRI)   FIGURE.

I titroduction   .........................

Il`irst four forward and back  ...........
Irorward,  address and retire to place  . . .
I ,:idies chain

Sides  repeat.



Measure.   i
of Music.    ,/
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FOURTH   FIGURE.

Introduction
First four lead  to right,  address ........
Promenade  half way,  address ..........
To place,  address opposite couple ......
Right and left first four  ...............

Sides repeat.     Then to left.
FIFTH   FIGURE.

Chord,  address partners.
Grand right and left (address partners at

meeting)........................

First couple promenade around inside of

::tu#:£fnagii#in:?i.r.d..:?.d..:??::?
Left and right glide
March, ladies to right, gents to left  ....
Forward  and  bactr  in  two  lines  (hands

joined).................
Forward  turn partner to place

16

WALTZ  LANCIERS.
(A la Minuet.)

Originally  arranged  and  introduced  by  E.
Woodworth  Masters.

Adopted by N.  A.  T.  D.  in  1891.

Introduction

WALTZ  LANCIERS

FIRST   FIGURE.

71

Measures
of Music.

..... `             8

ll`irst four forward to right  (bend) . . .
ltetire to place
l{ight hand to opposite,  turn  to places.
Waltz around opposite couple .........

Repeat,  sides to right,  etc.

SECOND   FIGURE.

I iitroduction   ....................

Ii`irst four forward to right  (bend) .
l{ctire to place  . .
I,;idies cross  over  (slowly) ....
W:iltz around opposite couple.

Repeat,  sides to right,  etc.

THIRD   FIGURE.

I iitroduction
li`ii.st four forward to right  (bend) .
I{ctire  to  places   .................

Ii`itrward,  address,  retire to  places.
W:iltz around opposite couple .....

Repeat,  sides to right,  etc.
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FOURTH   FIGURE.

Introduction
First four lead to right,  address ........
Exchange   partners   lead   to   opposite,

address

Measures
of Music.

8

4

4
Exchange   partners,   lead  to   place,   all

address opposite couples   ..........
Address partners  (all) .................
Waltz around  the  set ..................

Repeat,  sides lead to right, etc.

FIFTH   FIGURE

Introduction
All  waltz around the set ..............
First  (third, second, fourth) couple waltz

inside of the set facing out  ........
Other couples form in column  .........
Face partners, right hand and cross over,

turn and address partners  .........
Left hand,  cross back,  turn,  address ....
Head   couple   waltz   down   center   and

back,  all retire to places ..........

8
16

8
8

8
8

16

Third,   second    and   fourth   couples   waltz
inside of set in rotation.

AMERICAN  NATI0NAIJ  LANCIERS         73

FINALE.

All waltz around the room.
NOTEs.-The  bendings  are  confined  to  the

knees,  the  toes  well  turned  outward,  bending
to the sides.    The body aplomb.

At commencement of quadrille,  first address
partners then center of set.

Excha,nging  partners  in  No.  4.     Gentlemen
present r].ght hand,  1a.dies give left.

The couples  must  at  all  times dance within
the limits of their own sets.

Figures to be walked  one  step to a measure.
Each number to be danced four times.

AMERICAN  NATIONAL  LANCIERS,
OR  SARATOGA.

(Adopted by N. A.  T.  D.)
Commence  by  addressing  pa,rtners,  then all

join  hands with  partners,  and  address  center.'  A general address. "
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FIRST   FIGURE. measure.
of Music.

Introduction,  address  .................
First four  forward  and  back with  right

hand  couples .........,...........

Turn   opposite   with  both   hands,   and
return  to  place   ...................

First  four  (hands  joined)  pass between

Return  outside,   sides  between,   hands
joined...........................

Address corners,  turn corners  .........
Sides repeat to right.

SECOND   FIGURE.

Introduction
First  four forward  and  back with  right

hand  couples  .....................

Leave  ladies  in  center fa.cing  partners,
address

All forward and back  .................
Turn pa,rtners to place  ................
Promenade, arm in arm, around opposite

couple
Sides repeat to right.

8

4

4

4

4
8

8

4

4
4
4

8

AMERICAN   NATIONAL  LANCIERS         75,

THIRI)   FIGURE.

Introduction
I,``irst  four  forward  and   back  with  the

right  hand  couples ................
I{`orward  again,  address,  return  to place
Ladies chain  (with same couple) .......

Sides repeat to right.
FOURTH   FIGURE.

Introduction
l``irst four lead to the right,  address  ....
Ilxchange   ladies,  lead   to  opposite,  ad-

Ii)xchange  ladies,  lead  to  place,  address
center

Mea§uree
of Music.

8

4
4
8

8

4

4

4
l`ight andleft with righthand couples.       8

Sides repeat,  which will  leave all  in original
I,laces.

NOTE.-Exchanging  ladies,   the   gentlemen
will extend right hand,  1a,dies present left

FIFTH   FIGURE.

Introductory chord-address partners.
(:rand  right  and  left  half  way around,

pass partner,  turn and address .....       8
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Reverse  grand right  and  left  back,  ad-¥feMa9#8r{ec: :
dress  partner in place .............

First couple promenade around inside of
set,  face  out ........,..............

Third  and  fourth  couple fa.11  in line (in

All  :::¥::tde, ¥%fmpna:ktw(o4 1:tnee%:  i¥cficne!

pa,rtners.........................
Hea{hacnodusp]:£n:3T:..c.e.:t.e.r..::i..i::¥

All forward and  back in two  lines,  turn
partners to  place  .................

Couples  promenade  around  inside  and  face  i!
out  in  rotation,  as  follows,  first,  tbjrd,  second \;

)

::f::urbt:.daEn::dwi:hurfir:£tms:::i:itepnaacthe];u:;i
first four and sides.                                                        i

MILITARY  LANCIERS.

(By Prof.  A.  C.  wiirth.)
FIRST   FIGURE.

(Eight measures.)    Address (a  la militaire.)
First four grand  right  and  left (performed by

MILITARY  LANCIERS                      77

two  couples  only)   [8];  (when  first  four  have
almost finished the above,  side four forward to
center and form arches,  third  gent with fourth
lady, fourth gent with third lady, and is called)
sides  forward,  form  arches (taking  their time
from  the  above  eight  measures),  first  couple
i]ass under  the  arch,  second sepa.rate and pass
outside   [4]; ` second   couple  pass  under,   first
i`ouple outside [4] ; turn corner with right hand,
ijartner with left hand [8].

(Four times,  sides repeat.)

SECOND   FIGURE.

(Eight measures introduction.)   All forward,
j:.ents in center,  back  to  back,  ladies  return to
itlace  [4],   address  (gents a la militaire)  ladies
`.urtsy  [4`:`] :  gents chasse,  and  ladies  sentinel
iiiarch  [4];   (gents four steps  forward and four
..;leps  back  to  center,  without  turning,  ladies
liiarch to comer of set, turn to right and return
li>  place,  see  diagram) ;  turn  partner  to  place
I ,+] ;  all join hands forward and  ba,ck [4] ;  turn
iiitrtners  [4].

(Four times. )
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THIRD   FIGURE.

(Eight measures introduction.)    All forward
and   back   [4];    face   partners,   address   (a  ]a
militaire) and face the  center of  the  set [4`:`];  `
four ladies'  grand chain  [8].                                        I

(Four times.)                                                                    i
FOURTH   FIGURE.                                                :I

(Eight  measures  introduction.)      First  four `!

iin::d:;1::::°i:]:sht:;:df::']h::1::a::::°::en;d;;]e;:ii!rie:)t:or[(;in:!1j!
[8].

(Four  times,  sides  repea,t,  first  four  to .left, :
etc. )                                                                                                     j

FIFTII   FIGURE.

(Chord,   address   militaire.)     Grand   square :I
[16];  first  couple  promenade   (inside   of   set),  i
face  out  in  place,  third and  fourth  couple fall (
in  line,  face  partners  and  address  (a  la mili- i
taire)  [8':`] ;  cross over,  addl.ess  (a la militaire, ''!
sa,me as  chasse,  but  use  walking  steps)  [4`:`],
cross back,  address (a.1a militaire)  [4`:`].

MILITARY  LANCIERS                       79

(Repeat   with    third,    second,    and   fourth
couples.)

NOTE.~A11 the walking steps must be taken
with   a  military  air   and   precision.     Address
ijnly  at  the  beginning  of  the   first  and  fifth
i`umbers.     Address  a  la  militaire,  gents  raise
(he right ha,nd,  touch tips of fingers  just above
the   temple,  then   carry  the   hand   diagonally
l`rom the head twelve  inches and drop the arm
`, the side.

I)IAGRAM.

Oar

ca
(To be performed as though the set was per-

fectly square.)
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COLUMBIAN  LANCERS.

FIRST   FIGURE.

Introduction
All  ;::ew::dr±:a tt££dr££grht'a£:a:£d c#±;

Measure.
of Music.

8

Turn  partners ........................         4
Ladies  forward  and  join ha.nds in circle

facing out
Balance..............................2

Ladies  forward   and   form   circle   with
gentlemen,  (ladies   facing  out  and
gentlemen  facing out)   ............

Balance
Turn  partners ........................         4

The second and fourth times,  forward to the
left,  and gentlemen to center.

SECOND   FIGURE.

First fourlead to the right and salute..      4
Leave ladies with side couples and return

{3epftrac]:.d££g{:sottt¥:i:#]:F:Eep]s::3
gentlemen,   forming   two   lines   of
three, facing the center, and return
to   places ....,....................

COLUMBIAN   LANCERS

Forward and back six.
[,adies  cross  over .....
I.`tjrward and back six .
/\11 turn partners,  (to place)  ........

Second and fourth times sides lead.

THIRI)   FIGURE.

I'`irst four forwa,rd
lt:xchange  ladies  and  return  to  places.

(The  exchange  of  ladies  should  be
made  by the  gentlemen  taking  the
ladies right  hands in  their  left,  the
gentlemen turning  so that they will
move  forward  in   conducting  new
partners  to  places .................

^11  join hands and salute ..............
l{t!tire  to place
All chasse across.    (All chasse across and

salute  corners,  dechasse  and  salute
partners)

Second and fourth times sides lead.

81

Hca.uree
Of Mulic.

4
4
4
4
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FOURTH   FIGURE.

First four lead to the right  and  salute .
Separate  and  form  lines with sides  and

salute.     (Sepa.rating,  the gentlemen
pass to the  right  of  the side  ladies,
and the ladies pass to the lef t of the
side gentlemen, forming two lines of
four,   facing  the   center,   the   lines
salute each other)

First four forward and salute.   (The first
gentleman and second lady forward
toward  each  other,  and  the  second
gentleman and first lady will do the
same)

First four right and left ..............

Second and fourth times sides lead.

NOTE.-It will  be  seen  that  two  gen
exchange  places each tiine  the  above  n
is danced,  and all do not rega.in original
until  the  number  is  being  danced  the
time.

(

ti."""
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FIFTH   FIGURE. Measure.
of Mullc,

Four ladies half chain .................
Four gentlemen half chain  ............
Four ladies half  chain ...... ` ...........
Four gentlemen half chain  ............
First    couple    promenade,    (gentleman

taking lady's  left  hand in his right,
leads  her around  inside the  set and
finishes in  place

All chasse to the left
I)echasse
'1`urn  partners ........................

All  face  partners  and  march.     (Gentle-
men  upon  the  outside, ladies  upon
the   inside,  half  around   the   circle
and salute  pa.rtners)  ..............        8

All forwa,rd and back  .................        4
li:ight hands a.round to  place ...........        4

Third,   second  and  fourth  couples  in  turn
ijromenade.

NOTE.-In place of  promenade, the two-step
inay be danced inside the set,  eight bars.
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OAKLAND  MINUET.

(By Professor Sheldon.)
FIRST   FIGURE.                         #fefr.Ear;:

Leads,   (gents  giving  hand  to  partner
and   left   to  opposite  gent,)  prom-
enade around each  other and  salute
coutles  to  left ....................

While  sides give right hands  and bal-
ance in place.
Cross hands with sides and ai.ound .....
Right and left to places  ...............

Sides same.
Lead to front and through.     Back.  Tbe

other  way ........................

SECOND   FIGURE.

First  couple  face  out.     Sides in center.
Join hands and balance on line

Right  hands  and  change  places.
hands and balance on line ....

Left hand ba,ck and balance on line
All to  places  ..................,.

I•h..""
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THIRD   FIGURE.                         #fe&8#.rig

All   forward  and  ladies  join  hands  in
center

Gents join hands around to right, raising
hands pass right over partner's head

Same time ladies balance.
All .around  to  left  and  join  partners at

place............................

FOURTH   FIGURE.

I,Cads  to  right  sides,left  pass  through
and  salute opposite  couples on next
place.........-..................

( `ross hands and around  ...............
'l`hrough  to  next  place,  join  hands  and

around .
I(epeat

FIFTH   FIGURE.
I{ight hand to partner,  turn ladies, backs

to center.
I,adies  join ha,nds and  around  to  oppo.

site  place   ........................

Same time  gents  promenade €fl oppo-
•jte direction to same  place.

8
8

16

32
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Left ha.nd  to  partner and  turn  gents to#re&':3r{ecL.
center

Gents to right to places (ladies the other

Turn partners at  place ................
Allforward.    Back.    Right.    Left.    Sa-

lute.      Toseats  ...................

DE   GORMO.

FIRST   FIGURE.

First four right and  left ...............
Balance four and turn .................
Ladies.  chain .........................
All  waltz   ............................

SECOND   FIGURE.

First two f orward a.nd bacl ............
Cross  over   ...........................

First four forward and ba.ck  ...........
Turn to  place  ........................
All  waltz .............................

Repeat three times.

8

8
8

16

•ti"""

WALTZ  QUADRILLE

THIRI}   FIGURE.

I``irst four cross over with right ha,nd.
I}ack with the left
I}alance  in  a square ............
'l`urn  to place  .................

All waltz
Repeat.

FOURTH   FIGURE.

Four ladies forward and salute .........
Ii`our gentlemen  the same  .............
All  chasse  and  turn  corners with  right

Slow
(Turn partner with left hand. . .Grand right and left half around

Quick time to place.    All galop around
I,all.

WALTZ  QUADRILLE.
FIRST   FIGURE.

Ii`irst four forward and back ...........
I ,{idies half chain
``hasse  all
Ii`tjur   ladies   cross   hands,      circle  balf

around

8,

ofnL-rf¥%
4
4
4
4

16
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Turn partners to places ................
First couple lead to the right ..........
Four hands round to place .............

Same four waltz.
Sides repeat.

SECOND   FIGURE.

First two gentlemen forward and back . .
Lead to the left and salute  ............
Take side lady and retire to place ......
Forward  six ..........................

Circle  half around  ....................
Side gentlemen cross over .............
Grand right and left to place  ..........

All waltz.

THIRD   FIGURE.

First couple face out,  othe.rs fall in back
All face  partners,  salute  ..............
Two center couples  double chassez .....
Forward all and turn to place ..........

First four waltz.
Repeat four times.

I,tT-I-i
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FouRTH   FIGURE.                      3Tfcff#ig

First la,dy turn opposite gentleman with
right  ha,nd  ...............

Side gentlemen with left hand.
( )pposite with right hand ......
Partner with the  left ..........
I``irst four forward, cross hands, circle to

i:ide four  forward,  cross ha,nds,  circle to
place............................

All  waltz.

POLACCA.
FIRST  PART.

(Introduction.)   All join hands, take four

::eupnsd,t°fo:hrestL:;ts'ttouEepra±:thnte.r..h.:1:
All  waltz  to  places .....................

FIGURE.

Irirst four forward,  change ladies  ......
'I`wo  gentlemen cross  over .............

I``our ladies cross hands, stop and balance
All turn partners
lTirst two  ladies  cross  over and waltz to

place...........`................
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SECONI)  PART.                        #e##sr,g

(Introduction. )   Grand right and left half
round

All  waltz to  place .....................      t6

FIGURB.

First  four  forward,  change  ladies  and
lead  to  sides ......................         4

Change ladies and waltz to gentleman's
place............................4

Sides the \same.
All  waltz   ............................       16

Repeat.
TI]lRD   PART.

(Introduction.)    All  give  left  hands  to
partners, promenade half around  . .

All  waltz to place ..................
FIGURE.

First couple lead to the right  ..........
Cross right  hands around ..............

Join  left  hands  over the  right,  and  all
waltz around

Change partners and waltz to next couple
Execute the same with each couple.

POLACCA

FOURTH   PART.

(Introduction.)   Turn partner with right\
hand

All waltz

FIGURE.

First four forward, pass through, giving
right  hand  to  opposite  and  left  to
partner..........................

Turn with left hand, keep  hands  joined
and  join  with  sides, turn  with  left

Take  pa,rtners,  first four waltz to places    16
Repeat.

FIFTH   PART.

(Introduction.)    Ladies'  grand chain...16

FIGURE.

Gentlemen  all  face  left  hand  lady  and
march half  round .................

Turn half and back to place  .....i ......
All waltz around to gentleman's place . .

Each time changing partner.
Repeat four times in all.
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PARISIENNE.

FIRST   FIGURE.

First couple lea,d to right and salute.   . .
Lead to left  and  salute ................
First four right and left  ...............
Then  all  waltz ........................

Each couple follow as first.

SBCONI)   FIGURE.

First two forward and back  ...........
Turn partner with right hand half round
Forward again and back   ..............
Tul.n partner to place with left hand  . . .
All  polka to right .....................

Dance four times.

THIRD   FIGURE.

First  gentleman   invites  each   lady  to
center

Ladies all circle round the  left .........
Four gents turn partners to places  .....
All waltz to places and back;  dos-a-dos.

Dance four times.

Measure.
of Music.

PfmlslENNE

FOURTH   FIGURE.

First couple turn with both hands.
Moulenet of three at corners ......
Forward two
Chassez to right,  turn partners to places

with left band
First four redowa. across the set and stop
Side  four  and  stop ...................
First four to places and then side four to

places........
Dance four times.

FIFTH   FIGURE.

First two forward and back ............
First four salute to partners and chassez

back............................

Forward  eight  in  lines  ................
Four ladies form a star and give left hand

to partners,  all balance   ...........

93

Mcaoure.
of Music.

4
4
4

4

4
4

8
Gents  waltz   to  next  lady,   etc.,   until   you

come to your partners,  then all waltz.
Dance four times.
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MONTIBELLO  QUADRILLE.

No.   I.

Advance.    (8 measures  introduction, address
partners  and corners.)     (Four)   ladies  balance
to the right  and  salute  [4-] ;  balance to  (the)
next and salute [4`:`] ;  next [4`=`] ;  balance  (to)
pal.tners  and  sa,lute  [4`:`];   first  four  forward
and back [4] :  half right and left  [4] ;  sides for.
ward and back [4] ;  half  right and  left [4] ;  all
forward   and   back    (twice)    [8];    circle   half
around [4] ;  swing partners [4].

(Repeat with sides.)

No.   2.

The   Attack.      (8   measures    introduction.)
First  four  forward  and  back  [4];  two  ladies'
half chain [4] ;  forward  (again), two gents cross
over  [8];  balance   (to)   partners  and  turn  [8];
all chasse,  right  hand  to  corners,  salute [4':`] ;
chasse back,  left  hand to partner,  salute [4`:`] ;
first four forward and back [4] ;  half  right and
left  [4].

(Repeat with sides.)
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No.   3.

The  Cross   Charge.     (8  measures   introduc-
.`.on.)    Gents cross right hands,left to partners
(and) balance  [4];  swing  ladies  to  center  [4];
ladies  hands  around  [4] ;  gents  promenade  to
the rig.ht  [4];  balance  partners  (and) turn  [8] ;
four  ladies'  chain  [8];  balance  corners  (and)
turn [8] ; all promenade (with own partner)  [8].

(Twice  or  four  times.     Second   and  fourth
times ladies cross hands.)

No.   4.

The   Defea,t.     (8   measures    introduction.)
First  couple  forward,  lea,ve  lady in center [4] ;
second  couple  the  same  [4];  third [4];  fourtb
[4];  four ladies  join hands,  circle  to  tbe  right
[4] ;  (four) gents join hands with ladies [4] ;  all
balance   (and)  swing  [8];  four  ladies  forward
fmd back [4] ;  four gents the same [4] ;  all  join
ha,nds,  forward twice [8].

(Twice.)
No.   5.

The   Victory.      (8   measures  introduction.)
First  four  ha,1f  right  and  left  [4];   side  four
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half  right  and  left  [4];   first  four  (back)  [4];
side  four   (back)   [4];   head  gent  lead  to  the
right and change ladies,  to next, next, to place
[8];  balance all and  swing  [8] ;  march  (arm in
arin  half  around), turn  (and)  march  back  (to
places)   [16].

(Four times.     Last time march to seats.)
NOTE.-The first  part  of  this  figure is to be

played very fast until  the march, which  is  the
reverse,  quite slow.     (Nos.  2 and 4 are seldom
danced.)

THE  COTILLION.

(Known to America as "The German. ")
This dance  has its origin from Germany and

was danced  by eigbt  persons, like  the  French
Quadrille and Efiglish Cotillion over fifty years
ago.     The Cotillion in its present  form  passed
from Germany to Russia, thence to Paris, where
it  received   improvements,   and  passed  on  to
London in about  184o and holds a leading posi-
tion among the society people of Europe.

It was introduced in America. about  183o, but
did  not  become  popular until  about  187o,  and
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is  continually  making  rapid  strides  in  public
favor.

A gentleman who is a good dancer and quite
well versed  in  some of  the figures  is  selected
tg "Lead. "    The gentleman so selected should
receive his invitation in time to  enable  him to
familiarize  himself  and a few others  in a por-
tion of the figures to be used.

Tbe  early  part  of  the  evening  is  spent  in
conversation  or  da.ncing quadrilles  and  round
dances.     The  chairs  to  be  placed  around  the
room  in  a  semi-circle,  each  couple  should tie
their  chairs  together  with  a  pocket  handker-
chief  or  ribbon.     It  requires  eight  couples to
have  a  German,  but  the  number  may extend
to thirty or forty couples.

No  refusal  to  dance  is  permitted  either  to
gentlemen or ladies;  the leader must be uncon-
ditionally  obeyed.     The  music  can  be  waltz,
redowa,  polka,  galop  or  mazurka.    The  style
of  having  the  orchestra.  play all  the time  has
been abolished;  the  leader can  stop  and  start
the  music  at will  with  a  castinet  and  let  the
orchestra know what to play next.
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Tl.e   choice   of   figures   cannot  be  held
precise   rules;   it  depends   on   circumstances,
which vary at almost  every assemblage.    Cer-
tain    figures    are    especially   appropriate
intimate  circles  and  cannot   be   admitted
assemblies  composed of  strangers  or  a mix
gathering.

Each  number  is  commenced  by  leader  a
partner  or  all waltz  around  the  inside  of  th
charmed circle.

I.

LAWN   TENNIS.

Leader selects five ladies.     Leader's partner
selects six gents.    Leader and his partner hold
up sheet for net.    All the ladies on one side of
sheet,  gents  on  the  other.    Ladies  bat  ball
over   the   sheet   in   rota,tion;   the  gentleman
catching  the  ball  will   step   around   the   net
(sheet),  take the  lady who  served  the  ball for
his  partner  and  promenade  or waltz  until  all
the ladies have partners.     Lone gent tak'es his
seat.    Leader waltz with partner.    No  favors.
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11.

TIIE   PYRAMII).

0
00

000
0000

Ladies form pyramid,  equal  number of  gen-
tlemen join hands in line and wind around first
lady,  next  two,  etc.;  tllen  reverse  the  move-
ment  until  conductor  arrives in  front  of  first
lady,  with whom  he waltzes;  other  gentlemen
waltz  with  nearest  ladies.     (Rearrange  pyra-
Trjid ad libitum.)

Ill.
THE   GRAND   ROUND.

Any  number  (four  or  more)  lead  off,  each
Lrentleman   selects   another   gentleman;    each
lftdy selects another lady;  the la,dies join hands
in   circle,   gentlemen   form   a   circle   around
la,dies' circle.     All  circle  to  left  one complete
circle,  then  leader  breaks  circle  aiid takes his
itartner directly through circle, next  gent with
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next lady follow,  etc.,  gents to right and ladie
to  left,  remain  in  two  curved  lines,  gents  i]
one,   ladies   in   the   other;   leader  valse  witl
partner  down  the  center,  each  couple  folloi
successively and quickly until all valse.

IV.

THE~ZIGZAGS.

Any  number  of  couples  (six or more)  pta
themselves  in  line  all  facing  the  same direc
tion,   keeping  close  to   pa.rtners,   each   coupl(
about three feet apart.    The  rear  couple com
mence waltzing "zigzag" through  the column
each   couple   follow  in  rotation   until  all  a
waltzing.     Continue until sigrialled to seats.

V.

THE   FAN.

Leader  waltzes  with  partner  once  aroun
then  places  three  chairs  in center of  circle
a line,  places  lady in  center  chair,  selects tw
gentlemen and seats  one on  each side of  lad}
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then  present  lady  with  a  fan,  the  la,dy hands
the fan to one  gentleman  and waltzes with the
other;  the gent with  the  fan  hops around and
fans the couple while they waltz around.    The
hopper  then  conducts  the  next  lady  to  chair
and  two  gents,  until  each  la.dy  has  been  in
center chair.

VI.

FLOWER   FIGURE.

Provide  natural  flowers  (32) ;  seat a  lady in
center of room with  flowers  pla,ced  loosely on
a tray.     One  couple  waltz at  signa,1,  each take
.1 flower  and  favor some  one  with whom  they
dance.   Repeat this until by changes the thirty-
two persons are up.    Signal, form circle, grand
right  and  left,  waltz.    Another lady will then
be  left.     She   ta,kes  her  seat   in   the   vJaca,ted
chair and the dancers in waltzing around throw
the  flowers  in  her  lap,  with which  she makes     I
a bouquet.    The leader then appoints a gentle-
man  to  waltz  with  the  lady  or  waltzes  with
her himself.    Seats.     No favors.
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VII.
I.ETTER   CARRIER   FIGURE.

Boy or girl in uniform  of  letter carrier with
bag and whistle.     Ladies enclose their cards in
envelopes   (eacb   sepa,rately);   they  are   then
collected  by  the  carrier,  Cients  form  in  line,
carrier  then   liands   letters,   one   by   one,   t6
leader, who calls the names as they are handed
to  him.     First   lady  called   dances   with  first
gentleman  and  so  on  until  five  couples have
waltzed   around,   wheii,  from   a   signal  from
carrier's whistle,  they find seats and so on with
each succeeding five couples.

VIII.
THB   SERPENT.

First couple leads off.  The gentleman leaves
his  lady in  a  corner  of  room  facing  the wall;
then he brings forward four or five more ladies
and  places  them in a  line  behind  his  partner
singly, leaving about  two  feet  space  between
each one.    He then selects as rna,ny gentlemen
(including  himself)  as there  are  ladies,  withi
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whom  he  forms  a  loose   chain  and  conducts
them  rapidly  in  a  course  between  the  ladies
(commencing   with   the   last   lady)   until  he
I.Caches  his  partner;  he  then  claps  his  hands
iind each gentleman dances with the lady near-
est him.

IX.

TIIE   CARDS.

First couple leads off.     Leader  presents four
ladies the  four queens of  a  deck of  cards;  the
leader's lady presents four gentlemen with four
kings of the same deck.    The  gentlemen  seek
the ladies of their suit and dance with them.

X.

TIIE   NOSEGAYS.

Several nosegays are laid upon a table.   The
lirst couple lea.ds off.     The  gentleman  and  his
lady each take a nosegay;  the  lady presents to
ii   gentleman,   the  gentleman   to   a  lady  and
waltz.     Repeat,  each couple in rotation.
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XI.

THE   SCARF.

First couple leads off.    The leader stands in
center of room holding scarf ;  his partner, with
all  the  other  ladies,  form a circle  around  him
and turn rapidly to the left;  the leader tries to
throw  scarf  over  the  shoulder  of  one  of  the
ladies,  with  whom  he waltzes.    All  the  other
gentlemen  come forward  and waltz with  their
partners to  place.

XII.

THE   BASKET,    RING   AND   FLOWER.

The   first  couple   advance,   the   gentleman
holding in his  hand a basket  conta,ining a ring
and a flower.   After dancing one or two rounds
he  presents   the   ba,sket  to   his  partner  and
returns  to  his  place.     The   lady   gives   the
basket  to  one  gentleman,  the  ring  to another
and the flower to a third.    The gentleman who
receives the basket  must  dance alone,  holding
the  basket  in  his  hand;  the  one who  has  the
ring may choose a lady to dance with him,  and

`=w
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the  one  who  ha,s  the  flower  dances  with  the
lady who presented it to him.   When they ha.ve
ilanced  around  the  room  two  or  three  times
they all  resume  seats, and  the  next couple do
tiame until end of circle.

XIII.

THE   MAGIC   HAT.

First couple  lead  off.    The  leader  gives Ills
l{tdy a hat, which she presents to several ladies:
who deposit in it some article,  such as a glove,
i  key,  fan,  handkerchief,  etc.    She  then  pre-
sents the hat  to the  gentlemen,  wlio each take
ttne of  the articles,  and  dance with the lady to
whom it belongs.     Repeat ¢4r /¢.¢.

XIV.

THE   FIGURE   EIGHT.

Two  chairs  are  placed  in  the  room   about
t3ight  feet  apart.     First   couple   lead   off   and
waltz around  the  chairs,  describing  the figure
I!ight.     This is difficult to do,  and one who can
i]erform it nicely is a very good waltzer.    Each
i;ouple repeat.
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XV.
THE   GLASS   OF   WINE.

(Lemonade or Champagne.)
Provide  a  bottle  of  wine,  two  wine  glass€

and a third dish with water in to wash  glasse!
have  them  on  a  table  in center  of  circle an
three   chairs  in   a  row   nea.r  table.     Leadin
couple   waltz,   leader   seat   partner   in   cent€
chair,  select  two  gentlemen  from  the
seat  one  on  each  side  of  the  lady, the
lady a  glass of  wine,  she  to  give  the  wine
one  gentleman  and waltz  with  the  other, {
gentleman  receiving  the  wine  will  drink  t
same   and   return   to  his  seat  in  the  circ
Leader  after  giving  his  partner  the  gla,ss
wine returns to his seat in the circle.

Each couple in rota.tion perform the same.

XVI.
BAD   WEATHER.

Leader and partner waltz around.     Leader'
partner take an umbrella, hand it (open) to an
gentleman  in  the  circle,   and  return   to   seal
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The gentleman with  the  umbrella will  hold  it
`ip and walk around  the circle until  some lady
t.akes  him  out of  the  bad  weather  by arising,
tiike  the  umbrella, hand  it  to another gentle-
inan  in  the  circle,  who  in  turn walks  around
`intil relieved.     The  lady relieving the gentle-
inan, waltz  once  around with  him  and  return
to seat.

NOTE.-This figul.e can  be made very amus-
ing  if  the  gentlemen  will  imitate  walking  in
the mud.  jumping over  pools of water,  roll up
liis pants,  etc.,  while  the  ladies must not  allow
iine  gentleman  to  remain  out  in  the  rain too
long.

XVII.

THE   I)ANGER   SIGNAL.

Leader  and  partner  waltz.    Leader  place a
red  lantern  in  center  of  circle.     His  partner
will request of  a  gentleman  that  he  ta,ke  the
lantern  and walk  around  the  circle  until  one
of  the  la.dies  relieve  him   and   she  hand  the
I)anger  Signal to a  gentleman  she  may select
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from the circle, and waltz once around with the
gentleman just relieved.

XVIII.
THE   MASK   FIGURE.

Have masks provided-about six.
Leader select one couple, they another couple

and  they  another,  etc., until  six  (or  as  many
couples  a§  there  are  masks  provided)  couples
beside   the   leading   couple   are   dancing.    At
signal  leader  and  partner  will  hold  a  screen
before the table on which the  masks  are.    All
the gentlemen will step behind  the  screen and  lil
put on a mask.    Then  all  the  gentlemen  hold
their heads  above  the  screen,  the  ladies from
the   other   side   select  partners  and  all  waltz
once  around,  gents  with  masks  on.    Return
masks to the table.     Repeat cz47 /¢.4.

XIX.
SCISSORS   TO   GRIND.

(A very good figure for children.)
Provide a bell.
Leader   and   pa,rtner   waltz once    around.\:i
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I,eading lady hand  bell  to  one of  the  gentle-
i`]en,  he to walk  around the  circle  ringing  the
ltell  and  sing "Scissoi.s  to  grind," until some
l{+dv has  scissors  to  grind,  takes from him the
licll,  hands  it  to  another  gentleman,  who  in
liirn  imitates  a "Scissors  to  grind"  character.
(tent waltz once around with  the  lady who has
i`cscued   him   from   his   honored   position   of
` ` Scissors to grind. ' '

NOTE.-Tliis  figure must  be made  lively by
)`riving   various   answers:    Not   to-day,   Come
Ltj-morrow,  Mine are sharp,  I have none-,  etc.

XX.
BLIND   BUFF   0F   SIX.

Place  six  chairs  back  to  back  in  center o£
.ircle.

Two couples lead off, leader have his partner
ljc seated  in the center,  the  gentleman  of  the
ttther   couple   be   seated  in  the   center   cha,ir
{lirectly back  of  the  leader's  partiier.     Blind-
rt>1d the lady a,nd gentleman in the chairs, then
the leader and second lady each get one couple
out of  the circle,  walking very quietly to  keep
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those  who  are   blindfolded  from  finding
which  is  lady  or  gent.     Have  one  lady
one   gentleman   seated   on  each   side  of  th(
in the chairs,  leader and  second  lady return
their  own  seats  in  circle.    Those  blindfold
will now choose  either  to. the  right or left a
waltz  with  the  same  whether  lady or  gent
man.    The two left will  choose a partner fr(
circle and waltz once around the room.

Next two couple repeat,  etc.

XXI.

THE   COLUMNS.

The  leader  and  his  partner  lead  off.
then  places  her  standing  in  center  of  ro
He  selects a gentleman,  whom  h.9 pla.ces
with  his partner;  he then  brings  another
whom   be   places   facing  the   gentleman,
in  the  same  manner  with  the  others, until
column of  five or six couples  is formed,  whi
must  terminate with a lady,  the leader himst
standing  back to back with  the la,st  lady.
a  signal  by leader,   all  turn  a.bout  and  wa
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with  his or  her a;z.f-c2-z;z.i     Two  or  three  lines
can be formed by starting two or three couples.'
'I`he   columns   can   also   be   used   as   a,   final

figure.
The  foregoing  figures  are  considered  suffi-

cient  for  this  limited  volume.   They  are  self-
cxplanatory.

THE  FIVE  POSITIONS.

--_.,--__.,--.J-.`.±:

12345

Ist.-Stand with  weight  of  body equally on
l]oth  feet  with  heels  together,   the  toes  well
turned out.     See cut.

2d.-Glide right foot  directly to right, bend-
ing left knee.

3d.-Place right heel in hollow of left foot.
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4th.-Glide right foot forward from Ist to 3d
position.

5th.-Place  right  heel  at side of  toe  of  left
foot.

Body aplomb.    Weight  of  body on  left foot
in all except the first position.

NOTE.-Positions  also  to  be  taken as above
with left foot.

REMARKs.-In all movements where the foot
is  raised,  keep  the   toe  well   pointed   toward
floor.

THE  SPANISH  WALTZ.
This dance can be performed by any number

of  double  couples.    The  best  arrangement  is
to place the  couples in a complete  circle,  e
alternate couple facing the opposite way to
next.    This produces a series of  small  squ
or sets,  each  consisting of  two  couples,  fa
one another.    The  same  movements  are
cuted in all the sets at once, so that the des
tion  of  one  will  serve  for  all.     For  the
part   each   couple   advance   to   their   ®J¢.f-&
retire,  and waltz to opposite sides;  repeat
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pa,rtner.     Again  perform  the first  movement,
then with partner  to  original  places.     Second
Part.-All  should  join  hands  in  a  circle,  ad-
vance and retire,  the  gentleman  then  turning
the  lady on  bis  left',  hand  over  head, into his
I)lace, while he steps into hers ;  repeat this four
times,  when the original place will be reached.
'I`hird  Pa.rt.-The   couples   now   waltz   twice

{`round  their own  set,  and  pass on to meet the
next couple, with whom the figure is repeated ;
continue   this  until  Your   original    e/z.a.-A-z;¢.f   is
met.

The  whole  three  parts  are  done to  a waltz
inovement,    but   advancing,   retiring,   though
ticcupying  one  bar  each,  must  be  done  with
ttnly one  step  and a slight  raising  on  the ball
ttf  the   foot;   it  is   impracticable  to  do  three
lnovements   for  each  bar  in  this  part.     Also
i`ote that,  in crossing, four short steps must be
I:iken to the  count I,  2,  3,  I,  and turn done on
Lt and 3,  the  gentlemen turning to the left,  the
liidies to t.he  right.     Care  must  be  taken  that
the  gentlemen  start witli the  left foot  and the
Liidies with the 1.ight.
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THE  CIRCASSIAN  CIRCLE.
To  dance   tbis,   stand  as  described  in  thi

Spanish  Waltz.    All  must  commence   simul
taneously,  and at  the conclusion  of  the  figuri
should  pass  each  other,  and  repeat  the wholt
with the next couple.    Continue this until you
original  e/z.i-a-z;¢.s is met.

FIGURE.

Hands across,  set and  turn partners, Ladi
Chain, promenade  once  around  and  across  t
next couple.

SIR  ROGER  DE  COVERLY.

(Also known as the "Virginia Reel. ")

i.L

This  dance  was  composed   expressly  for
finishing   country  dance   about   one  hundret
and fifty years ago,  and derived its  name from
Addison's  "Sir   Roger   De   Coverly,"  so  fre
quently mentioned by him in his popular essay
in the S¢ccZ¢/or (London).

FORMATION   FOR   THE   VIRGINIA   REEL.

Two  lines  are  formed,  in  one  line  all  th
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gentlemen,  the other all the  ladies,  each oppo-
site to and facing pa,rtner,  thus:

Head Couple.
GENTS                LADIES

Foot Couple.

Figures condensed to dance from.
Head lady and foot gent forward and back.
Head gent and foot lady I orward and back.
Head  lady  and  foot  gent  swing  with  right

lland.
Head  gent  and  foot  lady  swing  with  right

lland.
Head  lady  and  foot  gent  swing  with   left

hand.
Head  gent  a.nd  foot  lady  swing  with  left

]land.
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Head  lady  and  foot  gent  swing  with  both
hands.

Head  gent  and  foot  lady  swing  with  both
hands.

Hea,d  lady and  foot  gent "dos a dos"  (walk
around each other.)

Head gent and foot lady "dos a dos. "
Head  couple  swing  one  and  one  half, then

the gent swing next lady,  then partner, and so
on down  the line;  lady the  same  down  gent's
line finishing at foot.

Head couple up the center.                                    `
March,  the  sa,me  as  in  the  fifth  number  of ,,I

the lancers;  when meeting  partner  at  foot  of
set  the head  couple  form an  arch,  all  passing
through,  which  refoi.ms  both of  the lines;  the
couple  which  were  second  will  now  be  head,
the   couple   which   were   head   will   be   foot
couple,  then  recommence.     Five or six  couple
are all that are desirable for each set.

SCOTCH  REEL

SCOTCH  REEL.

(Or "Sicillian Circle.")

117

This  reel  is  still used when  a  party wish to
liave a jolly time and want  to  romp and  play,
especially wben all are acquainted.

FIGURES   FOR   PROMPTING.

Address partners and opposite
Swing with right hand  ................
Swing with left hand   ..... a............
Right  and  left ........................

Ladies  chain   .,..,....................
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Half  pi.omenade .
Right and left back
Forward and back
Pass through and face the nextcouple..       4

Dance  the same  figures  through  every time
after passing  through,  each  couple will  face  a
different couple by passing through to the next.

ROUND  DANCES.

In the course of my explanations and descrip-
tions of  Square Dances,  I  have  entered,  as far
as  possible,  into  minute  details  of  the  move-
ments   necessary   to    perform    the   different
figures.      In   the   following  pages   on   Round
Dances I intend giving,  as clearly as I can, the
directions  for  performing  them  propel.1y,  but
my  readers  must  not  for  a  moment  suppose
that  by  simply  reading  the  contents  of  this
book tliey will  actually be taught to dance.    It
has  been   frequently  said   that  anybody  can
teach themselves  to  dance  by rea,ding a book.
There  are  "Guides  to  Dancing," written  for
this  purpose,  in  which  the   author   distinctly
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says that if you correctly follow his instructions
you will get a ` `distinetly good idea of what you
ought to do, " leading  you  to suppose tha,t it is
the   "distinctly   gc)od   idea"   that   you   want.
This is indeed misleading.     How is the  reader
of  such works to  know  for  certainty when  he
is right,  even supposing he  has followed out to
the  letter every little  detail?    When is he able
to say tha,t he has  got  the "good  idea"?    And
:issuming  he  has arrived  at  this  point,  how is
lie   to   acquire   the  necessary   finish?    In  this
essentially   important   item   the   book   system
fails altogether.    Now, if he intends perfecting
liimself  he will go to  a  master  and  invariably
commences by informing  llim  that he does not
know   anything   about   dancing.     Well,   that
would  be excusable  if  he  (the pupil)  conscien-
tiously acted up to  it,  but  the "distinctly good
i{1ea" crops up here,  and  the  master soon per-
ceives  it,  much  to  his  disgust,  for  trouble  is
tlien inevitable.     With rega,rd to the distinctly
ltad  ideas which a reader  of  these  books  may
I`ave developed;  how is he  going to dispose of
them?    There  is  only one course open to him,
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and tha,t is to go to a rna,ster.     There are many
to be found who are  really ornaments  to  their
profession.    He can either  have  his "Guide to
Dancing"  afterwa.rds,  or while uiider  his  mas-
ter.    I know by experience tha,t all the written
instruction in the "Guides  to  Dancing" which
have so  far  been published  only tell  you  how
to do it, .and I would  impress upon my readers
that   with the  feet  this  mere  explanation is o£
little use.     If  you wish to  da.nee  properly you
must   be    shown;    theory   without   practica,1
knowledge   is   fallacious.

For  the  explana,tion  of  the  French  Terms
used in Round  Dances,  see Glossary of French
Terms.

POLKA.

The polka was  for  many  years a very po
la,r  dance  in  the  ball room,  but  owing  to
extremely vulgar  manner in which it has bee]
performed ha,s rapidly lost caste,  and is almos
wholly  excluded  from  the  highest  circles,  a
well as from many others.

It  is  a  remarkably simple dance,  as may b
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judged from the facility with which the time is
rmastered by those  unacquainted with music or
the   proper  steps.     It  is  two-four  time,   and
consists  of  three  steps  and  one  movement or
rise.     For   this   rise   the   ma].ority  of   dancers
substitute a momentary pause, but  jt  must  be
clearly  understood  that  the  preliminary  rise
before the first  step  in  each  bar,  and whicb is
really executed on the fourth beat of the previ-
ous bar, gives all the necessary life and imparts
the lightness and grace that is requisite for t,he
I)roper appreciation of  this  dance.     Position-
third,  right foot front.

THE   STEPS  (GENTLEMEN).

Preliminary  rise:-Rise  on  the  sole  of  the
I.ight  foot,  having  the  left  foot  raised  behind
:md slightly pointed  downwards without touch-
ing the floor.

FIRST   STEP.

Drop  down  on  the  right  foot,  and  at  the
*.ane  time  glide  the  left  foot  to second posi-
lion,   transferring   the   weigbt   of   the   body
thereon.
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SECOND   STEP.

With a light spring on the left  foot,  bring the
right quickly down to  the  place which  the left
foot occupied,  at the same time raising the left.

THIRD    STEP.

Spring on to the left foot,  at  the  same  time
turning half  round and drawing  the right foot
up behind,  slightly  pointed  downwards.     The
three steps to complete the circle are the same
as  described,  but  made  by  commencing  with
the right  foot,  which is the foot  the  lady com-
mences with.     These  steps  may be  taken  for-
wards  or  backwards,  and to right or left,  by a
slight alteration of the first step.

All the steps should  be made with elasticity,
the  knees  slightly  bent,  and  entirely  on  the
toes.

BERLIN  POLKA.

(By E.  Scott.)
miTs|;§nd:Sfcrkpets{Srn8.°fF¥aanr!is¥aDP:;B&er]±nunpt:trfa]j.;,Pcr£:::£g6yc¥::;
Road, W. C.

The Berlin is a combination dance for couples,
composed of two distinct parts, each part occu-
pying four measures of  music.
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FIRST   PART.

POSITION.

The gentleman ta,kes the lady's  left hand  in
his right,  as in the Barn Dance,  and they com-
iiience with their faces  turned  in  the same di-
rection.

FIRST   MEASURE.

Polka step forward, the-gentleman beginning
with  the  left (i.e.,  outside  foot)  and  the  lady
with her right.     Count and,  one,  two,  three.

SECONI)   MEASURE.

Point the foot nearest to pa,rtner (gentleman's
right,1ady's left)  in the fourth  position  (i.e.,  a
little in advance),  with  the  toes  turned down-
ward, and at the same time hop on the support-
ing  leg,  counting  and,  one,  two.     Then  bring
the pointed foot to  the  fifth  position  (i.  e.,  toe
ttt the heel at right angles)  behind the support-
ii`g  leg,   again   hopping   thereon   in   turning
lt]wards   partner  and   joining  opposite  hands,
while counting and,  three, four.
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THIRD   AND   FOURTH   MEASURES.

Repeat the above movements in the opposit
direction,  the  gentleman commencing with hi
right and the lady with her left foot.

SECONI)   PART.

The  gentleman  holds  his   partner  by  th
waist, as in the waltz, and thus they dance fou
mea,sures of the ordinary polka in turning twici
to the right,  after  which  they again  join righ
and left hands,  and recommence the first  part

TRES  CHIC.

(A  new Round  Dance  for  the  Ball-Room,
W.  Lamb.)

Tres Chic is a dance for couples in  six-eigh
time,  and  is  of  a  very  animated   and  livel:
character.     It  is  divided  into  two  parts,  eacl
part  occupying  4  bars  of  music.     In the firs
part,  the  dancers  execute a progressive  move
ment,  and in the second part, a movement tha
is in turn progressive and rotary.

HOLI)ING   PARTNERS.

The  position of  partners in  the  first  pa,rt
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standing  side   by  side,  in  the  third  position,
i. e.,  the heel of  the front foot in the hollow of
the  rear  foot,   the  right  foot  in   front.     The
lady's  left  hand  should  be  resting  lightly  in
the right hand of  her  partner, as  in  the  Barn
I)ance.

In the second  pa.rt, partners da,nee together,
{is in an ordinary Round Dance-Polka, Waltz,
ctc.

FIRST   PART   (4   BARS).

FIRST   BAR.

The lady commences with her right foot, the
Lrentleman with hisleft.     Ist  step:    Point  the
I.oot   in   the   fourth   position,   i.  e.,   a  little  in
:idvance,   meanwhile   hop   on   the   supporting
leg.     2ndstep:     Bring  the  pointed  foot  back
to  the  third  position  in  front,  i.  e.,  bring the
1`eel of  the  pointed foot  back to the  hollow of
the  rear  foot,   and  at  the  same  time  hop  on
lbe foot that is behind.

SECONI)    BAR.

Commencing with the front foot (1ady's right,
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gentleman.s  left),  chasse,  i.  e.,  Ist step:  Sli
the foot to the fourth position ;  end step :  Brin{
the  rear  foot  up  to  the front  foot third  posi
tion;  3d step:  Again  slide  the  front  foot  for
ward.

THIRD   AND   FOURTH   BARS.

Repeat  the   above   movements,   beginni
with the opposite foot  (lady's left,  gentleman
right).

SECOND   PART    (4   BARS).

Holding  as  in  the  ordinary  Round  Dance
execute   four   chasses,   and   turn  alternately
Ist   bar:   Commence  with   (1ady's   right  foot
gentleman's  left)  the  chasse  described above
and on finishing make a half  turn to  the right
end  bar:  Again  chasse  and  turn.     3d and4t]
bars,  repeat.

NOTE.-In making the first step of the chass(
in this part of  the dance,  slide  the front to th(
second    position,   i.  e.,   a,   little    to    the    side
instead of  to  the  fourth  position,  which  is  i]
front.

`TIIE  YORKB'
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THE  YORKE.
The Yorke is a derivative  of  the  Polka,  and

introduces  a  mazurka  movement  at  pleasure.
The  lady, with  her  right  foot,  the  gentleman
with the  left,  and  requires 4 bars of  music for
each revolution,  half  turns  being  made at the
second  bar,  and each alternate  bar  thereafter.

The   lady   slides   right  foot   about   twenty
inches   to   the   side   in   second   position  count
I,   deux   left   to    right   (change)  and  almost
simultaneously  slide  right  foot  to  side,  count
and 2 ;  draw left foot to first position (change),
thereby placing the weight on the left foot and
raise the right  foot  from the  floor,  toe pointed
3.     The first  three  movements are all made to
the side without turning--one bar of music.

Hop  lightly  on  the  left  foot  and  place the
weight  on  the  right  foot,  sliding  it  sideways
:ind  forward  about  6  inches  (hop-slide),  count
I;   draw  left   to  right  foot   in   first   position
(change)  count 2 ;  leap from  left to right foot,
count 3 ;  slide the left foot round to position to
commence  the  sideways  movement  with  that
foot, count  I.    Repeat, with opposite foot, mak-
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ing the leap in the 4th bar a leap backward as i
the waltz.     In order to give the mazurka effec
one must  strike the heels  together,  although
is  not  necessary,  and  to  be  graceful  in  th
dance,  special   attention   must  be  paid  to  tl
hop  slide.

THE   BERLIN.
The gentleman  takes the  lady's left  hand

his  right,   both  face  the   same  direction   a
polka,  forwards, the  lady sliding the right ft
forward  (the  gentleman  does  same  but  w
opposite foot) to fourth position, count  I ;  dr
left   foot   to   right,   in  first position or the {
behind,   and:   leap   forward   on  right  f
bars.     Hop  on  right  foot,  and  at  once
the left  foot  in front  to third  position, rais
hop again  on  right  foot and  at the same t
turn  half  round   (lady  to  left,   gentleman
right, changing hands, gentleman taking la(
right hand  in  his  left) and  immediately
the  other  foot  behi.nd  in   the   third   po
ra.ised.     Repeat,   the   lady  commencing
the  left  and  gentleman with  the  right, in
opposite direction than  at  first,  and at the
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of  the  4th  bar,  take  position  as  for  waltz  or
1)olka,  dance four bars,  and  repeat  the  whole.

HEEL  AND  TOE  POLKA.
The Heel and Toe Polka,  or  Bohemienne,  is

.'t rather eccentric but  popular dance,  specially
:idapted  for childi.en.     The gentleman hops on
right foot,  and places  left  foot to the  side in a
t:econd  position,  with  heel  upon  floor,  toe up,
count  I;  hop on right  and  at  same time  place
left  foot  behind  in  fifth  position,  toe on floor,
heel raised, count 2 ;  a bar of the polka follows,
turning  half  round,  then  repeat  the  first  two
iiiotions,   with  opposite  foot,  these  to  be  fo1-
lt>wed   by   another  bar  of  polka,   half  round,
which brings  him around  to  original  position.
'I`hjs    dance    may    be    continued    in   every-

{ither bar,  or alternated with 4 bars of the one-
*1ide or plain polka.  or with the 3 side,  or glide
I,olka.

NOVELTINA.

(Anotlier  new  Round  Dance,  by  W.   Lamb.)
The Noveltina is a dance for couples, divided

i:ito  two  parts,  each part  occupying 4  bars  of
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the music.     In  the  first  part  the dance
cute a tour de  main and,  in  the  second,
of ordinary waltz.

FIRST   PART   (4   BARS).

HOLI)ING   PARTNERS.

Stand   in  the   third  position,  right   f
front,  i.  e.,  the  heel  of  the  front  foot
hollow  of  the  back  foot,   facing  each
Each should  be  a  little  to  each other's
the lady with  her  back to the wall,  the
man with  his  back to the middle of
with right hands joined and slightly rais

FIRST   BAR.

The lady commences with her right fo
gentleman with his left.     First step:  S1
foot   forward   (fourth   position)    and
the balance to  same.     Second  step:  Bri
hollow  of   the   back  foot  up   to   the  h
the  front foot  (third position),  transferr
weight  to the  foot  behind.    Third
a slight hop on the rear foot, raise  and
the  front  foot  (fourth  position).    Fourt
Bring the  heel of  the  front  foot  down
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hollow  of  the  back  foot  (third  position),  still
keeping the weight on the rear foot.

SECOND    BAR.

Commencing   with   the   front   foot   (1ady's
right, gentleman's left), make  three  marching I

::;PS].S:,a;,t:n¥°:::i:ufnodur::Cfe::h::'£nc;utnht:¢
1.ear  foot (1ady's left,  gentleman's  right),  with
{i slightly circular step,  in front of  the forward
foot  (third  position).     This  movement  should
bring  the  dancers  half  round  and  facing  the
opposite  direction.

THIRD   AND   FOURTH   BARS.            `

Repeat  the  above movements,  starting with
t,he   opposite   foot    (1ady's   left,    gentleman's
right),  back to original place.

SECOND   PART   (4   BARS).

Holding  the  lady  by  the   waist,  as  in  tlie
1)olka,  etc., waltz 4 bars,  as in the Barn Dance.

THE  SCHOTTISCHE.
This,  like  the  polka,  is  a  very  simple  and

effective  dance;  its  time  is  four-four,  or com-
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mom time.    The first  part  may appear to
a resemblance to the polka, but  there is a
siderable difference in the nature of  the in
ments  when  they are  proper'1y  executed.
consists of  two parts,  each differing  in cha
ter, and occupying together 'four bars of mu
The first pa,rt consists of  eight  steps, or ra
six steps and two bops;  and the second  pa
a rotary movement, accomplished by four h
on   alternate   feet,   describing  two  turns
waltzing twice round.    The latter style of
forming  the  second   part   has   become
general,  and  its  accomplishment  is  helpe
counting  "one  and  two,"  "three  and  four,I
the  second   and  fifth  waltz  steps  being  take]
lightly and rapidly to  the  word "and."    Posi
tion. -Third, right foot front.

THE  STEPS  (Gentlemea).

FIRST  PART  (a Bars).
FIRST   STEP.

Bend  both  knees  slightly,  and  slide the 1
foot  to  second  position, resting  the weight
the body thereon.
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SECONI)   STEP

With a light spring on the left foot bring the
right to the  place of  the  left,  and  in  so  doing
point the latter in the second  position,  slightly
raised.

TIIIRI)   STEP.

Transfer the whole weight of the body to the
left  leg  while  bending  knee,   and  simultane-
ously raise the right foot  behind to  third  posi-
tion,  with toe pointed downwards.

FOURTH   SI'EP.

Hop very slightly on  the  left  foot.    Repeat
the movement, commencing with the right foot
(the  foot  the  lady commences  with),  finishing
with the weight of  the  body on the  rigbt  leg.
This    completes   two   bars,    and   should   be
counted:-"one,  two,  three,  hop,.'  "one,  two,
three,  hop. "

SECOND  PART  (z! Bars).
FIRST   STEP.

Transfer the whole weight of the body to the
left leg while bending knee, and simulta,neously
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raise the right foot behind,  third position, with
toe pointed downwards,

SECOND   STEP.

Hop very slightly on  the  left, and  in  doing
so turn half round.

THIRD   STEP.

Right foot down.
FOURTH   STEP.

Hop,  turning half round.
Repeat the above four steps.
The  second  part  is  now  generally  waltzed,

and is accomplished as exrplained.

MILITARY  SCHOTTISCHE.

(Or "Barn Dance. ")
The  position  of   partners  for  the  first  par

(4 bars)  is standing side by side, the lady's lef
hand  resting  lightly in  the  right hand of  he
partner.

In  the  second  part  (4 bars)  partners  danci
together as in a.n ordinary round dance.     Pos
tion :-
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FIRST   PART   (4   BARS).

FIRST   STEP.

Slide the left foot to fourth position.
SECOND   STEP.

With  a  light  spring  on  the  left   bi.ing  the
right  foot  to  the  place  of  the  left,  and  in  so
doing  point the  latter (slightly raised in front)
in the fourth position.

THIRD   STEP.

Spring forward on  the  left  foot, raising  the
right behind.

FOURTH   STEP.

Make  a  slight  bop  on  the  sole  of  the  left
foot, and  extend  the  right  in  front  with  toe
pointed downwards.

Repeat  the   movement,   commencing   with
the  right  foot   (the  foot  the  la.dy   commences
with).     The   two   movements   are   again  re-
peated to complete the first four bars.

SECOND   PART    (4   BARS).

Holding,  as in  an  ordinary round dance, the
couple   waltz  four  bars  as   explained  in   the
Schottische.
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THE  GALOP.

A very  simple  dance,  and  at  one  time very
popular,  but now only introduced at the end ol
a programme.    The music is in two-four time,
and  as  a  rule  played quickly.    There are two
kinds of steps used-ne for going forward and
the  other  for  turning   round.    The   forwa,rd
movement  is  a  perfectly natural  one  and will
be easily understood.    The turning movement
is  accomplished  by  using  the  ordinary  waltz
step,  counting  one  and  two,  one and  two, let-
ting  the second and  fifth steps come  in at  the
word "and. ' '

Position.-RIght foot in front.
STEPS  FOR  FORWARD  MOVEMENT VGeryf5xat

FIRST   STEP.

Slide the left  foot  to  second  position with
gentle Spring on the right.

SECOND   STEP.

Bring right  foot  up  to  the  left,  with a ligh
spring on  left.

Repeat ¢cJ /g.j., remembering to keep the le
foot ia front.
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THE  POLKA  MAZURKA.
A  much  neglected, though  simple  and  ele-

gant  dance.    It is in three-four time,  and con-
sists of  six  steps,  on  the  last  of  which  a half
turn  is  made.    Position.-Third, right foot in
front.

THE  STEPS  (Gear:ho"erl).

FIRST   STEP.

First step of the polka.

SECOND   STEP.

Second step of the polka.

THIRD   STEP.

Draw  the  left  foot  back  to  the  side of  the
right  leg,   the  toe  being  pointed   downwards
and off the floor, tben hop on the right foot.

FOURTH,    FIFTH   AND   SIXTH   STEPS.

Polka half round.
The  first  three  steps  should  be  taken  side-

ways, partners facing each other.
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THE  REDOWA.
This  is  a   very  graceful,   attractive   dance,

and performed  in the  same  time as the Polka-
Mazurka,  i.  e.,  three-four time.

When  first  introduced  it  was  customary  to
begin with a promenade movement, but is now
generally commenced with  the  circular figure.
The oi.igina,1 style of  this  dance  is almost  lost,
a  kind  of  elongated  polka.  step-being  substi-
tuted for it.     No  one who  is  rea,1]y acquainted
with  the  origina.1  method would  ever  commit
this error.

Position.-Third, right foot in front.
FIRST   STEP.

Spring  on  to  the  left  foot  into  the  second
position,  turning half  round and well  bending
the  knee:   the   right   foot   meanwhile   being
drawn up close  in front over the  instep of  the
left,  gliding  it  along  the  floor  in  the  second
position.

SECOND   STEP.  I

Transfer the weight of  the body to the right
foot.
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THIRD   STEP.

Draw up left  foot  into fifth  position  behind,
and  rest  the  weight  onto  it,  raising  the  right
foot slightly in front.

FOURTH   STEP.

Spring  on  to  right  foot  in  fourth  position
with bended knee;  then turn half round, at the
same   time   bringing   the   left  foot   close   up
behind  the  right,  and  slide  the  left  foot  into
second position.

FIFTH   STEP.

Transfer  the  whole  weight  of  the  body  to
the left.

SIXTH   STEP.

Draw up your  right  foot  into the  fifth  posi-
tion in front,  and rest the_weight thereon.

THE  HIGHLAND  SCHOTTISCHE.
This was originally "The  Balmoral," a com-

bination of the Schottische and Highland Fling
or  Reel.    An  extremely   vigorous   dance   to
four-four  or  common  time,  and  very  popular
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with advanced  pupils;  allowing them to jntr(
duce a variety of  dexterous steps which in an
dance but this would  be considered  bad  forrr

Like  the  ban  dance  it  occupies  8  bars c
music, and  is  divided  into two  parts of 4 bar
each.

In  order   to   perform   the   first   part,
couples  should  face each  other at a very shor
distance, both commencing with the right foot
the  left  arms  raised  above  the  head  and
right arms akimbo.

The  steps.-Position:   Third,  right  fcot
front.

FIRST  PART.
FIRST   STEP.

Spring upwards from both feet and alight
the left foot (toes) witli  the  right  foot  pain
in the second position.

SECOND   STEP.

Hop  on  the  left   and  simultaneously  brim
the right behind the left.

THIRD   STEP.

Repeat the first.
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FOURTH   STEP.

Repeat the second step, but instead of bring-
ing the right foot behind, let it pass in front.

FIFTH,    SIXTH,    SEVENTH   ANI)   EIGHTH   STEPS.

Schottische step to right.
In the  last  four steps the dancers pass away

from each other.
Repeat  the  eight  steps, beginnii]g with  the

lef I  foot.
The last four steps should  bring the dancers

opposite each other again.

SECOND   PART.
Link right  arms, each raising the  left, place

the  right  foot  down  and  hop,  counting  one,
two, then  pta,ce  left foot down and hop, count-
ing  three,   four;   repeat,   counting  one,   two,
three,  four;   while  doing  this  begin  to  move
forward  and  round  ea,ch  other.    During  the
last  hop  release  the  partner's  right  arm  and
link left, now raise  the  right  and  make a cor-
responding  tour in  the  reverse  direction with
the same steps.
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In finishing the last hop,  sepa,rate from you
partner and commence  the  first  movemen-t
pointing  the  right  foot,  with  a  sliglit  hop
the left.

THE  WALTZ.
Waltzing  is  a  species  of  dancing that owes

its  origin  to  the  Germans,  having  been  first
introduced  in  Swabia,  one of  the  nine Circles
of  Germany;   and  from  its  introduction  into
the neighboring provinces, and thence through-
out the European Continent,  its  original  man-
ner of performance has been greatly improved,
and  it  has  now become  the  most  fashionable
and agreeable form of dancing.

I  shall  not  here  enter  into  a  description of
the many waltzes that  have from  time to time
been  put  forward  as  New,   Hop,  Glide,  Deux
Temps,  Trois  Temps,  etc.,  etc.,  because  I  am
of opinion that it would serve no good purpose.
I shall endeavor to explain what I consider the
simplest and at the same time the correct steps
and movements necessary to acquire an insight
into how the  feet  should  be  used  in waltzing.
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I must,  however,  emphatically repeat  that  an
insight,  and that a very small one,  only can be
obtained   from   a   written   description   of   our
favorite  dance.     A lesson from a good  master
will do much  more  good,  as well  as  save time
and patience.

The steps  set  forth  are  for  the  gentlemen;
the ladies are the  same,  but  should  commence
with the  fourth  step and  right  foot,  six  steps
completing the circle.

Position.-Third, right foot in front.
FIRST   STEP.

Slide  the  left  foot  forward,  meanwhile turn
a quarter to the right  on the  ball  of  the  right
foot, transferring  the weight  to  the  left  foot.
This double  movement  has  the  effect of  lea.v-
ing the left foot at the side  and  slightly at  the
back of the right.

SECOND   STEP.

Draw  the  right  toe  very  lightly up  to  and
slightly past the left heel.

THIRD   STEP.

Turn on the sole of the left foot, while press-
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ing  slightly on  the  right, into  the  third
tion,  with the right foot in front.

FOURTH   STEP.

Slide   right   foot   forward,   simultane
turning quarter on same.

FIFTH   STEP.

Pass the left toe to the side of  the right foo
about the length of the foot apart.

SIXTH   STEP.

Slide the right foot  a  little  forward, tumin
slightly on the left.

THE  REVERSE.

Third position.-Left foot in front.
FIRST   STEP.

Slide   left   foot   forward,   meanwhile   tur
quarter to the left on same.

SECOND   STEP.

Pass the right toe to the side of  the left
afoout the length of the foot apart.
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THIRI)   STEP.

Slide  the  left  foot  a  little forward,  turning
slightly on the right.

FOURTH   STEP.

Slide the right foot forward, meanwhile turn
a quarter to the left on the ball of  the left  foot
and  transfer  the  weight  to  the  right.    This
double movement has the effect of  leaving the
right foot at  the side  and  slightly at the  back
of the left.

FIFTH   STEP.

Draw  the  left  toe  very  lightly  up  to  and
slightly past the right heel.

SIXTH   STEP.

Turn  on  the  sole  of  the  right  foot,  while
pressing  slightly  on  the   left,  into  the  thi.rd
position,  with the left foot in front.

VALSE  DIVERTISSANTE.
By.  G.  D.  Wright.
This  dance  is  of   a  simple,   charming,  and

graceful character, and is becoming very popu-
lar.    It  is  danced  in  couples.    The  music  ig
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written in three-four time,  commencing with
chord,  during which  the  gentleman  begins b
taking  bis  partner's  right  hand  in  his  righl
turning the lady underhand and bowing.    Thi
is  followed  by three  successive  movements.

FIRST   MOVEMENT.

The   first   movement  js   danced   in  cir
direction,   the  steps  for  lady  and  gentlema
being  the   same.     Step   forward   on   the   lel
foot,  count  I ;  bring  the  right  f oot  shat.ply t
heel of left,  2 ;  spring on right foot, at the sam
time raise left leg with the  toe  pointed  dowr
wards,  3,  one bar.

Repeat the same  two  bars  more,  then w
one  bar,   bringing  right   foot  in   front,
repeat the same in  the  opposite  circular dire
tion,  with  left  hands  joined.     The   whole   I
this movement occupies 8 bars.

THE  MIGNON.

(By R.  M.  Crompton.)
The   complete   figure   of  the  dance  is

formed  during  each  sixteen  bars of  music,  i
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the first eight of  which  the  dancers  execute a
lateral  and  progressive  movement,  and in  the
remaining   eight  bars  an  evolution   which  is
alternately rota,ry and progressive.    Any mum-
ber of  separate  couples  may participate in the
dance at the same time, as in the Waltz, Polka,
Galop,  etc.

ExpLANATloN  oF  THE  STEps,  Erc.

HOLDING   PARTNERS.

The  lady places  her  right  hand  in  the  left
hand  of  the  gentleman,  the  left  Shoulders  of
both dancers being  turned towards  the  center
of  the  room.    Thus  placed  side  by  side,  the
dancers  must  hold  their  joined  hands so as to
form a graceful curve of the al:.ms in a forward
direction.    The  disengaged  left  hand  of  the
lady during  the  first  eight  bars may be  occu-
pied in holding her dress, whilst the right hand
of  the gentleman meanwhile should  rest upon
his right hip.     During  the  second  eight  bars,
the  dancers  hold  each  other  as  in  the  waltz
and other round dances.
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BALANCE   EN   AVANT.

Before  commencing,  place  the  outside
(1ady's  right,  gentleman's  left)   in  third  po
tion,  i. e.,  the heel of the front foot against
hollow of  the rear one.     Glide the outside
forward,  and  rest  upon  same.     Bring the h(
low of  the rear foot up to the heel of  the fro
foot.     Rise  slightly  on  the  toes  of  both  fe(
and drop  the  front  heel only.    (I  bar.)    Dt
ing  this  movement,   the  joined  ha.nds  of
dancers describe an upward curve.

BALANCE   EN   ARRIERE.

Withdraw the rear foot in a backward  dir
tion.     Close the front  foot up  to the  rear o]
Rise  slightly on both feet and drop the heel
the back foot only  (I  bar).     In  this  movem(
the arms are lowered by a downward curve.

I)EMI-PIVOT   0N   LEFT   FOOT.

Glide   left   foot   to   side,   transferring
weight of the bodyto the left leg.     Drawri€
foot behind and about six inches to the rear
the   left  foot,   the  toe  only  of  the  right
touching the floor.    Revolve half a circle b
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wards to the right,  causing the rear  foot  to be
brought to the front without either foot leaving
the floor,  finishing with the weight of the body
still on the left leg (I  bar).

DEMI-PIVOT   ON   RIGHT   FOOT.

Glide  right  foot  to  side,  transfer weight  of
body to  right  leg.     Draw  left  foot  behind, as
already   described   for   the   Left   Demi-Pivot.
Complete  the  inovement  by  revolving  half  a
circle backwards to the left (I  bar).

PAS   GLISSE   TO   LEFT.

Face  partners  without  relinquishing  hands,
and glide left foot to the side, transferring  the
weight of  the  body to the left  leg.     Draw the
right  foot  close up  in  front of  the  left,  rising
slightly  on  both  feet.     Drop  the  right  heel,
and  transfer  the weight  of  the.body onto  the
right leg (I bar).

PAS   GI.ISSE   TO   RIGHT.

Glide right foot  to the side,  transferring  the
weight of the body to the right leg.    Draw the
left   foot   close   up   behind   the   right,   rising
slightly on  both  feet.     Drop the left heel,  and
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transfer  the weight  of  the  body onto  the
leg  (I  bar).

THE  VALSE  MINUET.

(Invented and arranged by Mr.=R.  M
Crompton.)

This dance is divided into two parts-M
and  Valse-the   first  occupying   Io,   and
second 32 bars of  music,  which  are  perfo
four   times,   the   dance   terminating   w
"Valse  Finale. "

During  the  musical  prelude  of  8  bar
gentlemen place themselves  before  their
ners,  to  whom   they  make  a  polite  bow
ladies  gracefully respond  by a  gentle  in
tion  of  their  heads,  and  then  rise
seats,  at the sa,me time placing their left
in   the   gentlemen's   right.     Elevating
joined hands to a  level with the  shoulder
a little in advance of  the  body,  the  ]ady'
and the gentleman's right leg must be ext
in an oblique direction towards each other
the foot  turned  slightly forward so as to
the lady and  her partner to stand side by
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In this position,  the first 4 bars of  each min-
u.et measure must be performed.

FIRST  PA RT.-(NI"jlct.)
pAs   MARCHE   AND   PolNT  (4  bars).

Commencing   with   inside   foot   (1ady's  left,
gentleman's right)  advance  three  paces with a
stately   promenade   or  march   step,   counting
"one,  two,  three"  (I  bar).    Point  outside  foot

(1ady's  right,   gentleman.s  left)   with  the  leg
fully extended at the side in a straight line with
the  shoulders,  counting  "one"-pause,  "two,
three"   (I  bar).     Repeat   the   2  bars   by  com-
mencing   the   rna,rch   with   the   outside   foot
(I  bar),  and pointing the inside foot (I  bar)

The  lady  and  gentleman  should  keep  their
faces turned  towards  each  other while execut-
ing the first and fourth'bars,  and  in  the  oppo-
site direction during the second and third bars.

GLlssADE   EN   pAssANT   (I  bar).

Lady glides left  foot to the side in the direc-
tion of  her  partner (before whom she  passes),
then drawing  right  heel  close up to  hollow of
left  foot   again   glides   left   foot  to  the   side
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(I  bar).     Gentleman  performs  a, similar in
ment in the opposite direction  (passing  b
his   partner)   thus:    Glide  right  foot  to
draw left heel close up to hollow of  right
and  glide  right  again to  side (I bar).    A
movement is performed simultaneously.

PIROUETTE.

Lady on the left foot,  passing right in
gentleman on right, passing left foot in
simultaneously  (I  bar).     The  2  bars  ar
repeated   in   the   opposite   directioii,
commencing  with  right  foot,  gentleman
left.

NOTE.-In   executing  these   four  bar
dancers,  in  pa,ssing  and  repassing  their
ners, must keep parallel to each other, and
face the same way.

ALLEMANDE   ANI)   SALUTE  (2  bars).

La.dy  and  gentleman,   giving   right
raise  them,  with  arms  curved,  beneath
the lady pirouettes to her left;  then,  dis
ing her hand,  makes a deep curtsy as her
ner bows.

THE  VARSOVIANA                       153

SECOND   PART.
VALSE.

Holding partners as for an  ordinary circula.r
dance,   the   couples   perform   32   bars   of   the
Valse a Trois Temps,  during  which  the  usual
variations of reversing,  pursuing,  etc. , may be
introduced at discretion.

At the conclusion of the final valse,  the gen-
tleman,  taking  his  partner's  hand  as  already
described for the  Minuet,  conducts  her  to  her
seat,  which   she   resumes  with  a  slow  curtsy
movement,  the  gentleman  meanwhile  bowing
his acknowledgement of the favor conferred.

The foregoing description is only intended to
assist  the pupil  by affording a general  idea,  of
the  dance.     Many  details  are  omitted  which
can only be  correctly acquired  from  a compe-
tent teacher.

THE  VARSOVIANA.

The   Varsoviana,  was   a  very   simple,   easy
dance,  but  such  unwarrantable  liberties  were
taken with it, and so vulgarly was it performed
by the mass, that  its  existence was very brief,
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a,nd  is  now only thought of  as  a  thing  of  the
past.

The  first  step was, in  fact,  nothing  but  the
polka with the knee well  bent on  the  jette,  or
third movement,  turning half round,  the oppo-
site  foot  being  slightly raised  behind  in  fifth
position;  this  occupies  I  ba.r.     At 4  (tbe com-
mencement  of  the  second  bar), the bent knee
is  gradually  straightened  (without  any  jerk),
and  the   other  foot  at  the  same   time   being
gracefully slid into the second position, the toe
being  extensively  pointed,  and  the  head  and
body inclining towards it, pausing in that posi-
tion till the remainder of the bar is finished.

The same  step  is  again  performed with the
right   foot,   and   continued   alternately`  for  16
bars,  each  step  requiring 2  bars  of  music for
its completion.

The first movement  is  repea.ted eight times.
The second step consists of the first pa,rt of the
polka-mazurka (where the bea,t behind occurs).
This is done twice,  occupying 2 bars of  music,
and  followed  by  one  step  of  the  first  move-
ment, requiring 2 more bars.
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This  step,  as  well  as  the  third, requiring  4
bars for its completion,  is only performed four
times.     The   first   movement   being   repeated
after  each  of  them.

The  third  part,  improperly  called  Redowa,
is in reality nothing  but  the  first  step  danced
three times,  before  pointing the foot in second
position,  pa,using;  or,  in other words,  it  is  the
polka movement danced with a bent knee three
times successively before pointing the opposite
foot.

THE  MENUET  DE  LA  COUR.

This graceful dance for one or more couples,
is seldom seen in a modern ball room, although
at one time it was considered the most pleasing
of  all  the  many  beautiful  dances  which  our
forefathers delighted in.

One  ba,r  rest  for  the  gentlema,n  to  take off
his hat.

One bar to prepare,  a,nd two bars to perform
the  bow  of  the  gentleman  and  the  curtsy  of
the lady.
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One  waltz  step  in  going  forwa,rd,   and
tuning half  round to face  each  other (I bar)

One  bar  while  preparing  for  the  bow  am

::;....-.

curtsy, and 2 bars while performing them.
Return to places in giving hands with Pas de

Bourre  forward, coupe  ba.ckwards,  the  gentle-
ma.n then brings the  left  foot  behind,  and the
lady the right foot forward (2 bars).

After  this  the  lady  and  gentleman  alwa
dance  with   the   same   foot   (commence  w
right).

Pas Grave forwa,rd in giving the hand (2 bars).
Coupe  forward,  coupe  backwards  in  facing

each other.    ]ette to  the  right,  Pas de Bourre
behind   and   before.     Coupe   backwards,   and
bring the left foot behind (4 bars)

Pas  Grave  forward,  and Pas de  Menuet fo
ward in turning (4 bars).

Two Pas de Menuet to  the  right  in  passing
before one another (4 bars).

One waltz step,  coupe  backwards (2  bars).
The gentleman then resumes his hat.
Pas de Bourre forwards and assemble befo

(2  bars).
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Coupe  backwards,  and  two  battements,  re-
peating four times in going backwards (4 bars).

Rise once, bend  twice,  sissonne witb the left
foot, coupe backwards, and bring the right foot
forwards (4 bars).

Pas Grave  (to present the right hand) Pas de
Bourre  forwards,  assemble  before,  and  place
the right foot at the right (4 bars).

Two  waltz  steps,   Pas  de   Bourre   forward,
coupe  backwards,   and`  place   the   right   foot
behind  (4 ba.rs).

Pas Gra,ve (to present the left  hand),  Pas de
Bourre  forwards,  assemble  before,  and  place
the left foot to the left (4 bars).

Two  waltz  steps,  Pas  de  Bourre  forwards,
coupe backwards, and place the left foot behind
(4 bars).

Coupe  forward,  coupe  backwards,  then  Pas
de Bourre forward, assemble soutenu;  left foot
before  (4 bars).

Minuet step to the right  (2 bars).
Minuet step to the left  (2  bars).
Pas   de   Bourre   behind   and   before,   half

around.    Pa,s  de  Bourre  behind  and   before,
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half around.    Pas de Bourre behind and before
(done quickly).     Rise  and turn  on  the  toes to
bring  the  left  foot  forward,   and  change  the
feet  (4 bars).

Coupe   forward,   and   assemble   before,   in
bringing alternately one and the other shoulder
forward.     Repea.t  this  three  times.     Slide the
left foot to the left.    Pas de Bourre behind and
before,   finishing   with   the   left   toe   pointed
behind  (4 bars).

Pirouette on both feet,  finishiiig  on  the  left
foot, coupe backwards,  and place  the  left foot
behind  (4 bars).

Pas  Grave  (to  present  both  hands),  Pas  de
Bourre  forward.    Assemble  before  in  facing
each other.    Turn  half  round  in  keeping  the
left  hand  of  the  lady.    Place the  left  foot  to
the  left  for  the  geiitleman,  and  the  right  for
the lady  (2 bars).

Coupe forwards,  coupe backwards  (2 bars).
Give both hands to each other, Pas de Bourre

before and behind, coupe backwards, and place
the left foot behind for the gentleman,  and the
right foot before for the lady (2 bars.)
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Repea.t  tbe  figures  I,  2,  3,  4,  5,  to Conclude.
N.  B.-There are five  different  Pas de  Min-

uet.    One  to  the  right,   two  to  the  left,  one
forward,   and   one   forward   and  turn  round.
All  Pas  de  Minuet  begin with  the  right foot.
and occupy 2 bars.    They are composed of one
demi-coupe,   which   occupies   I   bar,   and   one
Pas de Bourre occupying the other.

GLOSSARY  OF  FRENCH   TERMS  USED
IN  DANCING.

14sj###/-A bringing of the feet from an open
to a closed position.

|4//c%cz%c7ci-A movement  of  turning partner.s
hand over head.    Already explained.

Bcz/¢7¢cc/-c# -¢e/¢7¢/-Balance  forward.
I?¢/¢#ccr-c#-czrr¢.2'7.c-B alance backward.

I

B¢/cz7¢c/-This term is sometimes used  for set-
ting to partners.

j}4//ceec#Z-The ra,isiiig and falling of  a leg  in
an open to a closed position.

I?o%7.7'e/c,  f?zzf c7c-A movement of three steps.

C%¢£#c £4 7¢g-/czz.fc-Right and left.
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I)ceez.-C/z¢£„c .4 #g/¢¢.fc-Half right and left.
C%¢£#c c7cf I)czeecs-Ladies'  Chain.
Cozf4/-A step in which the feet seemingly

from  an  open  position, through  a  clo
to an open.

E# ¢e;¢#J cj f„ 4r7¢.?rc-Advance and retire.
Fo"c//¢-A whipping movement.
C/¢.Js¢c7c-A sliding step.
Grande Chatnc-
C7.¢„cJc Ro7gc7c-Grand circle.

/cr//CLA thrown Step.
£czJ/-Raising on the toe of the balancing fo
tl4l¢rcAc, P#f Jc-A stately marching step.
114lo%/¢.#cZ-Hands across.
PzzJ-A step or combination of steps.
PzzJ Cr¢e;c-A  bending  of  both  knees, raisin

high  on  the  toes,  descending on one too
and pointing a foot in front.

Pzzs G/¢.£j/-A gliding step.
Pas Sautd-Airap.
Pz.7o"c//c-A turn of the body.
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S¢.£so#%c-A crossing of the feet.
rcr# # rcr#LThe feet on the froor.
Travcrsel;Iasfover.
r£.grog.rc-Lead through the Center.
ro%r   c7cf  A4l¢¢.7jf-Passing   once   round   with

hands  joined.
I)cee¢.- ripa¢r c7cs fly:¢¢.#s-Parsing half round with

hands joined.
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